
 Where to Stay 
  

W O R D  O F  M O U T H

Join, Ask, Share. www.fodors.com/forums/ 

 “I’ve stayed both in the area of the Spanish Steps and alos 
close to Piazza Navona. The latter is more centrally located, 
and I think better for someone who is coming to Rome for the 
first time. From my hotel just north of Piazza Navona, I was 
able to walk quite easily to the Vatican, the Pantheon, Campo 
de’ Fiori, Trastevere, and to the Spanish Steps.”

 —wanderful
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 THE SCENE
 When planning your Roman Holiday, you may be surprised 
to learn that you really will have to do as the Romans do, 
meaning that unless you’re coveting a luxury suite at Eden, 
the Hassler, or Hotel de Russie, you’ll probably fi nd yourself 
in a tiny room. The air-conditioning may be weak and the 
customer service will likely be indifferent. Naturally, there 
are exceptions, but the Eternal City simply doesn’t offer the 
cushy standards that most Americans are accustomed to, 
though standards in general are improving.

 There are more luxury lodgings, bed-and-breakfasts, and designer 
“boutique” hotels in Rome than ever before, but if you prefer more 
modest accommodations (because really, who comes to Rome to hang 
out in the hotel room?), you still have plenty of options. There are 
many mid-range and budget hotels and pensioni (small, family-run 
lodgings) available. You may also consider staying at a monastery or 
convent, a hostel, or an apartment. 

 If you’re looking for luxury, you’re most likely to fi nd it around Via 
Veneto and the Spanish Steps area. On the contrary, many of the city’s 
cheapest accommodations are located near Stazione Termini. But for 
the most authentic Roman experience, stay in or near the centro storico 
(the historic center). 

 Breakfast is another increasingly popular trend in new millennium 
Rome. High-end places may serve a full American-style spread of hot 
and cold options, but most consist of a lighter Continental-style buf-
fet of pastries, cereal, cold cuts, juice, and cappuccino. Proprietors are 
also becoming more conscientious about hotel appearance, opting for 
updated—or at least, tastefully simple—decor.

 By Jen Laskey By Jen Laskey
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> 293The Scene

WHERE SHOULD I STAY
 Neighborhood  Vibe  Pros  Cons

 Pantheon, 
Navona, Trevi 
& Quirinale

 In the heart of the city 
center, you’re surrounded 
by history, mazes of cob-
bled streets, and many of 
Rome’s main attractions.

 You’re walking distance 
to everything, including 
some of the world’s best 
shopping and Rome’s best 
monuments. 

 Accommodations are usu-
ally pricey, and if the win-
dows aren’t soundproof, 
it’ll be noisy. There are 
plenty of tourist traps.

 Campo de’ 
Fiori & Ghetto

 The Campo is famous for 
its outdoor produce mar-
ket and its nightly revelry 
in the main square. The 
Ghetto, or Jewish quarter, 
is much quieter. 

 Many restaurants, bars, 
boutiques, and specialty 
stores. Fresh fruits and 
veggies at the market. 
Plenty of Jewish-style 
fried artichokes.

 The Campo is chaotic and 
noisy with drunken Ameri-
can college students. No 
public transportation in-
side the Ghetto. Watch for 
tourist traps.

 Monti, Esqui-
lino Repub-
blica & San 
Lorenzo 

 Where hipster-central 
meets the seedy under-
belly of Rome near Ter-
mini. This also is the city’s 
most diverse immigrant 
neighborhood (with great 
ethnic food).

 Hotels are generally 
cheaper. Tons of cool 
bars, restaurants, and 
boutiques. Multiethnic 
market at Mercato Esqui-
lino. Plenty of trains and 
buses at Termini.

 When it comes to shack-
ing up, you may get 
what you pay for. The 
area around Termini can 
be sketchy at night. San 
Lorenzo has limited trans-
portation.

 Veneto, 
Borghese & 
Spagna

 Luxury hotels, renovated 
palazzos, and residen-
tial neighborhoods that 
revolve around the Bor-
ghese Gardens.

 Historically caters to 
royalty, movie stars, or 
anyone willing to spend 
a penny. The potential for 
celebrity sightings is high.

 Off the beaten paths at 
night. Far from the typical 
centro hot spots. Every-
thing is expensive.

 Vatican, 
Borgo & Prati

 Holy! More clergy than 
you’ve ever seen in one 
place. Safe, residential 
area. Prati is known for it’s 
chic shopping district and 
trendy restaurants.

 If you’re Catholic, this 
is the place to be. The 
neighborhoods are tran-
quil when you get away 
from St. Peter’s. Great 
shopping and eating.

 Inflated prices. Massive 
crowds on Catholic holi-
days. Situated away from 
the other tourist attrac-
tions. You’ll have to take 
the bus.

 Trastevere & 
Gianicolo

 Artists used to live here 
but now can’t afford it. A 
dining mecca. Hip water-
ing holes. Popular area for 
Americans. Stunning views 
from Gianicolo.

 Great trattorias and piz-
zerias. A buzzing nightlife 
(as in, hopping all night 
long). Good boutique 
shopping. Quaint hotels. 
A lot of English is spoken.

 Trastevere is crowded and 
noisy. There are pickpock-
ets in the main piazza. 
When in Rome, you might 
prefer to be around Ro-
mans (not Americans).

 Aventino, 
Testaccio & 
Palatino

 Quiet, leafy, residential 
streets (and spacious ho-
tels) in Aventino. Testaccio 
is the epicenter of Roman 
nightlife and the club 
scene. Impressive ancient 
ruins.

 Tranquillity and amazing 
views on the Aventino. 
See and be seen in 
Rome’s most nocturnal 
neighborhood. Spec-
tacular sightseeing in the 
heart of ancient Rome.

 Not much public trans-
portation on the Aventine 
hill. Testaccio is insanely 
crowded on weekend and 
summer nights. Capitoline 
and Palatino are desolate 
after dark.

 Colosseo 
Area

 Ancient Rome meets 
Christian Rome with a 
bunch of parks and resi-
dential neighborhoods. Ex-
cellent sites, but not much 
shopping or nightlife.

 Quieter than most of the 
centro storico. Sightsee-
ing at the Colosseum, the 
Basilica di San Giovanni 
in Laterano.

 Limited accommodations 
get booked up with tourist 
groups in spring and sum-
mer. You’ll pay for views 
of the Colosseum.
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LODGING
PLANNER

 Lodging Strategy

 Where should we stay? With 
hundreds of hotels to choose 
from in Rome, it may seem like 
a daunting question. But fret 
not—our expert writers and 
editors have done most of the 
legwork. The 90-plus selections 
here represent the best lodg-
ing this city has to offer—from 
spartan convents to opulent 
palaces. Scan Best Bets on 
the following pages for top 
recommendations by price and 
experience. Or locate a specific 
review in the listings. They’re 
organized alphabetically within 
each neighborhood. Happy 
hunting!

 Internet

 Note that we use “hi-speed” 
to designate the presence of 
genuine high-speed lines, “Wi-
Fi” when wireless access is 
available, and “public Wi-Fi” or 
“public Internet” when access 
is available in common areas 
of the hotel.

 Reservations

 It’s always wise to book in advance, even if only a few 
days ahead, especially in May and June and around major 
Catholic holidays like Easter and Christmas. There’s never 
a period when the city’s hotels are predictably empty, 
though July and August and late January to February are 
relatively slack months. Inquire about special rates at all 
times. If you do arrive without reservations, try HR (Hotel 
Reservation service P 06/6991000), with desks at 
Leonardo da Vinci Airport and Termini Station (an English-
speaking operator is available daily 7 AM–10 PM). Munici-
pal Information kiosks throughout the city can also help you 
find accommodations free of charge. CTS (E Via Andrea 
di Vesalio 6, northeast of Termini Station P 06/441111 
b Via Genova 16 P 06/4620431 j2:F1 ), a student 
travel agency, can also help find rooms.
 Be as specific as possible about the accommodations you 
desire. Request the room size (single, double, or triple), type 
(standard, deluxe, or suite), and whether you want air-condi-
tioning, a non-smoking room, a bathroom with a shower or 
tub (or both), a terrace or balcony, or a view of the city (and 
ask if there are extra costs associated with any of these). 
You may be required to send a deposit; get a statement from 
the hotel about its refund policy before releasing your credit 
card number or mailing a money order. Insist on a written 
confirmation from the hotel stating the duration of your stay, 
room rate, any extras, location, room size and type. 

 Checking In

 The Roman approach to life is a leisurely one, and that’s re-
flected in the fact that there’s no real standard for check-in 
times. If you arrive early in the morning (as is often the case 
with North American flights) and your room isn’t ready yet, 
most hotels will store your luggage and encourage you 
to go out sightseeing. If you think you’ll arrive later in the 
day or evening, it’s best to mention this upon reserving or 
confirming. Check-out times are a little stricter, between 10 
AM and noon. If you need more time than that, the hotel 
may try to charge you for an extra night. However, if you 
just want to store your luggage for a few hours on your last 
day, most hotels will accommodate this request.
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 Meal Plans

 At the end of each review, a set of initials indicates the 
meal plan that is included with the room rate. European 
Plan, indicated by EP, means no meals are included; Break-
fast Plan, BP, indicates that a full, hot breakfast is included; 
Continental Plan, CP, means a Continental breakfast is 
included; Full American Plan, FAP, means all meals are 
included; Modified American Plan, MAP, means breakfast 
and dinner are included; and, All-Inclusive, AI, indicates 
that all meals and most activities are included.

 Facilities

 The most expensive hotels have all the amenities you would 
expect at top levels and rates, with full services, spacious 
lounges, bars, restaurants, and some fitness facilities. Mid-
range hotels may have refrigerators, in-room safes and 
double-glazed windows to keep out street noise. Budget 
hotels will have in-room direct-dial telephone and TV, and 
most will have air-conditioning. In less expensive places, 
you may have to pay extra for air-conditioning, and the 
shower may be the drain-in-the-floor type that hovers over 
the toilet and drenches the whole bathroom. 
 Unless stated in the review, hotels are equipped with eleva-
tors, and all guest rooms have air-conditioning, TV, and 
telephones. The number of rooms listed at the end of each 
review reflects those with private bathrooms (which means 
they have a shower or a tub, but not necessarily both). 

 What It Costs

 In the off-season months of late January, February, July, and 
August, prices can be considerably discounted (sometimes 
up to half off the regular rate). Inquire about specials and 
weekend deals, and you may be able to get a better rate 
per night if you are staying a week or longer. Rates are in-
clusive of service, but it’s customary to tip porters, waiters, 
maids, and concierges.

 WHAT IT COSTS IN EUROS

 ¢  1  2  3  4

 FOR 
TWO 
PEOPLE

 under 
€75

 €75–
€150

 €151–
€225

 €226–
€300

 over 
€300

 Prices are for a standard double room in high season.

 In this chapter:

 Best Bets . . . . . . . . . . p. 296
 Pantheon, Navona, Trevi & 
Quirinale  . . . . . . . . . . p. 297
 Renting an Apartment in 
Rome . . . . . . . . . . . . . p. 299
 Campo de’ Fiori & 
Ghetto . . . . . . . . . . . . p. 301
 Monti, Esquilino, Repubblica 
& San Lorenzo . . . . . . p. 305
 Veneto, Borghese & 
Spagna. . . . . . . . . . . . p. 314
 Vatican, Borgo & 
Prati . . . . . . . . . . . . . . p. 326
 Trastevere & 
Gianicolo   . . . . . . . . . p. 329
 Aventino, Testaccio & 
Palatino . . . . . . . . . . . p. 332
 Colosseo Area . . . . . . p. 334
 Beyond City Center . . p. 336

 Children

 Italians love kids, and most 
hotels allow children to stay 
in their parents’ room at no 
charge. However, hotel rooms 
are often undersized by Ameri-
can standards, so inquire about 
triples, connecting rooms or 
suites, or consider taking a 
short-term apartment or resi-
dence hotel for the duration of 
your stay.
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 Fodor’s offers a selective listing of quality lodging 
experiences at every price range, from the city’s best 
budget motel to its most sophisticated luxury hotel. 
Here, we’ve compiled our top recommendations by 
price and experience. The very best properties—in 
other words, those that provide a particularly remark-
able experience in their price range—are designated 
in the listings with the Fodor’s Choice logo.

 FODOR’S CHOICE

 Albergo Santa Chiara 
p. 298

 The Beehive p. 307

 Daphne Veneto p. 316

 Eden p. 317

 Hassler p. 319

 Hotel San Pietrino 
p. 328

 Relais Le Clarisse p. 331

 Scalinata di Spagna 
p. 324

 Yes Hotel p. 314

 Best by Price
 ¢

 Hotel San Pietrino 
p. 328

 Italia p. 309

 San Giuseppe della 
Montagna p. 329

 $

 The Beehive p. 307

 Santa Prisca p. 333

 Hotel Trastevere 
p. 331

 Yes Hotel p. 314

 $$

 Albergo Santa Chiara 
p. 298

 Alimandi p. 326

 Daphne Veneto p. 316

 Hotel Campo de’ Fiori 
p. 304

 Hotel Santa Maria 
p. 330

 Relais Le Clarisse 
p. 331

 San Carlo p. 324

 $$$

 Condotti p. 315

 Dei Borgognoni p. 316

 Pantheon p. 300

 Scalinata di Spagna 
p. 324

 $$$$

 Capo d’Africa p. 334

 Eden p. 317

 Hassler p. 319

 Hotel de Russie p. 319

 Majestic p. 322

 Best by 
Experience
 BEST B&BS

 Daphne Veneto p. 316

 Relais Le Clarisse 
p. 331

 Romae p. 313

 BEST DESIGN

 Radisson SAS Es 
p. 312

 Ripa p. 331

 Aleph p. 314

 Capo d’Africa p. 324

 Hotel Art p. 319

 BEST FOR BUSINESS 
TRAVEL

 Cavalieri Hilton p. 337

 Exedra p. 309

 Radisson SAS Es. 
p. 312

 Sofitel p. 324

 

BEST CONCIERGE

 The Beehive p. 307

 Daphne Veneto p. 316

 Hotel Lancelot p. 335

 Majestic p. 322

 Mascagni p. 310

 BEST POOLS

 Cavalieri Hilton p. 337

 Exedra p. 309

 Hotel de Russie p. 319

 Radisson SAS Es. 
p. 312

 BEST SPAS 

 Aleph p. 314

 Exedra p. 309

Hotel de Russie p. 319

 Radisson SAS Es. 
p. 312

Westin Excelsior 
p. 325

 MOST KID-FRIENDLY

 Hotel de Russie p. 319

 Hotel Lancelot p. 335

 Hotel Ponte Sisto 
p. 304

 Mascagni p. 310

 Westin Excelsior 
p. 325

 MOST ROMANTIC

 Castello della Castel-
luccia p. 336

 Daphne Veneto p. 316

 Inn at the Spanish 
Steps p. 321

 Majestic p. 322

 BEST BETS ROME LODGING 
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 PANTHEON, NAVONA, TREVI & QUIRINALE
 Encompassing the area around and between spectacular Piazza Navona 
and the Pantheon and Trevi Fountain to the east, this is an upscale and 
picturesque area. There’s a range of places to stay here, from frayed-
at-the-edges pensioni to top-of-the line historic hotels, all housed in 
the 17th- and 18th-century buildings that make up this part of Rome. 
Much of the area is pedestrian-only, with a lively mix of restaurants 
and nightlife.

  Abruzzi. Rarely do magnifi cent views of world-famous ancient monu-
ments come with such a relatively gentle price tag. From the windows 
of this old-fashioned little establishment, the Pantheon is literally in 
your face. Unfortunately the facilities also recall a Rome of yesteryear: 
sink in the room, bathroom down the hall (some higher-price rooms 
have a private bath). But the rooms are clean and the beds comfortable. 
To make your reservation, you have to send a signed traveler’s check 
with the name of the hotel on it. Pros: views of the Pantheon; sizeable 
bathrooms; the piazza is a hot spot. Cons: the smell of cigarette smoke 
is ever-present; some staff seem to want to avoid running credit cards 
(though the hotel accepts them); breakfast is not served in the hotel 
but at a restaurant across the piazza. E Piazza della Rotonda 69, Pan-
theon, 00186 P 06/6792021 B 06/69788076 w www.hotelabruzzi.it 
a 26 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: laundry service, 
no-smoking rooms. c AE, MC, V X CP. j4:F3 
 Albergo Cesàri. The exterior of this intimate hotel on a traffi c-free street 
is as it was when Stendhal stayed here in the 1800s. Inside, the hotel has 
been renovated and there’s no patina left from the days when Garibaldi 
and Gregorovius were guests, yet most rooms are sweetly embellished 
with old prints of Rome and soft-green drapes and bedspreads, cre-
ating an air of comfort and serenity. Furniture is new, yet tradition-
ally styled. Bathrooms are done in smart two-tone blue marble. Pros: 
prime location and soundproofed from the street noise; free computer 
with Internet access; a friendly staff that provides good service. Cons: 
inside the hotel, the walls seem to be paper-thin (and you can hear your 
neighbors); a/c is not especially strong; breakfast room is too small to 
accommodate all the guests at one time. E Via di Pietra 89a, Pantheon, 
00186 P 06/6749701 B 06/67497030 w www.albergocesari.it a 47 
rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: room service, bar, 
laundry service, concierge, public Internet, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle 
(fee), parking (fee), some pets allowed, no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, 
MC, V X CP. j4:G2 
 Albergo del Sole al Pantheon. Grandly situated directly opposite the 
immortal portico of the Pantheon, this place is in the running as a can-
didate for the world’s oldest hotel. Welcoming the great ever since it 
opened in 1467, the Albergo del Sole al Pantheon has hosted Frederick 
III, Ariosto, Cagliostro, and Pietro Mascagni (who came here to cel-
ebrate the opening night of his opera, Cavalleria Rusticana). Needless 
to say, the hotel has been renovated many times over and most vestiges 
of the distant past are long gone. The good news is that the refurbish-
ment has been done in high style: artfully placed columns, Rococo 
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windows, Renaissance-style beds, high ceilings, and terra-cotta fl oors 
all lend a certain authenticity to your stay. Obviously, specify if you 
want a room with a view over the Pantheon; with it, you’ll also get the 
din of the piazza’s gorgeous café scene, but double-glaze windows work 
their magic. Pros: real Roman atmosphere and character; all rooms 
have Jacuzzi tubs. Cons: next to McDonald’s; old hotel with an old 
feel; rooms are not particularly luxurious. E Piazza della Rotonda 63, 
Pantheon, 00186 P 06/6780441 B 06/69940689 w www.hotelsole-
alpantheon.com a 25 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed 
Internet. In-hotel: bar, room service, laundry service, public Internet. 
c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j4:D4 
 Albergo Santa Chiara. With its white shutters and pretty canteloupe-hue 
stone, this hotel is comprised of three historic buildings set behind the 
Pantheon. It’s been in the same family for 200 years, and the personal 
attention shows in meticulously decorated and maintained lounges and 
rooms. The lobby is alla Romana—an all white affair; it’s elegantly 
accented with a Venetian chandelier, a stucco statue, a gilded Baroque 
mirror, and a walnut concierge desk. Upstairs, the pricier rooms are 
most fetching, with stylish yet comfortable furniture. Each room has 
built-in oak headboards, a marble-top desk, and a travertine bath. 
Double-glaze windows make a difference in those rooms that look out 
over the Piazza della Minerva. There are also three apartments, for two 
to fi ve people, with full kitchens. Pros: great location in the historical 
center behind the Pantheon; most of the rooms are spacious; the staff 
is both polite and helpful. Cons: The layout is mazelike (you must take 
two elevators to some of the rooms); rooms don’t get a lot of light; no 
Internet access at the hotel. E Via Santa Chiara 21, Pantheon, 00186 
P 06/6872979 B 06/6873144 w www.albergosantachiara.com a 96 
rooms, 3 suites, 3 apartments t In-room: safe, kitchen (some), refrig-
erator. In-hotel: room service, bar, laundry service, concierge, airport 
shuttle (fee). c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j4:E3 
 Genio. Just at the ancient entrance to Piazza Navona, this medium-size 
hotel offers top-fl oor rooms with terraces and citywide views. There’s 
also a roof terrace for all, where you can eat your breakfast. Modeled 
along classic Roman lines, the lobby and public areas are cozy. Rooms 
are decorated in warm colors and have parquet fl oors and a harmoni-
ous mix of modern and antique reproduction furnishings. Pros: you 
can sip wine on the rooftop and take in the view; rooms are a decent 
size for a Roman hotel; the bathrooms have been designed especially 
well. Cons: Genio is on a busy street so there is often traffi c noise; you 
might hear your neighbors through the walls; both the decor and the 
carpet have seen better days. E Via G. Zanardelli 28, Navona, 00186 
P 06/6832191 B 06/68307246 w www.leonardihotels.com/Genio/
index.jsp a 60 rooms t In-room: refrigerator. In-hotel: room service, 
bar, laundry services, public Internet, parking (fee). c AE, DC, MC, 
V X CP. j4:D2 
 Grand Hotel de la Minerve. The Minerve is the stylish reincarnation of 
the hostelry that occupied this 17th-century palazzo for hundreds of 
years, hosting literati from Stendhal to Sartre and de Beauvoir along 
with a bevy of crowned heads. It sports one of Rome’s to-die-for loca-
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 For parties of more than two, Roman 
hotel rooms can be a little too cozy 
for comfort.You could go with a triple, 
maybe a quadruple, or even a suite, but 
if you’re traveling in a group or with your 
family, the best solution may be a short-
term apartment rental. Apartments are 
generally rented out the old-fashioned 
way by their owners, though in some 
cases a realtor or management company 
is involved. There is usually a minimum 
of a three-night stay. Prices will vary, but 
expect them to be higher in the historic 
city center, the Vaticano/Borgo, the 
Campo de’ Fiori, and Trastevere areas. 
When seeking a holiday home in Rome, 
start your research online. Rome’s official 
Web site, www.romaturismo.it, offers a 
search function for a number of different 
housing options. 

 Wanted in Rome is a popular English 
language “expat” magazine that features 
a classifieds section on their Web site 
at www.wantedinrome.com. The Porta 
Portese is a twice-weekly classifieds 
publication that also features apartment 
rentals on its site www.portaportese.
it. The Bed & Breakfast Association of 
Rome offers an online apartment rental 
search in addition to their B&B search at 
www.b-b.rm.it. They personally inspect 
all properties on their site. Cross-Pol-
linate, an accommodation service owned 
by the people who run the Beehive 
Hotel, gives visitors the autonomy to find 
something a little different. They person-
ally screen all properties and you can 
search their site at www.cross-pollinate.
com. The San Francisco-based company, 
CraigsList, hosts classifieds for 450 cities 
worldwide, including Rome. CraigsLis-
tRome lists postings for apartments, 
houses, swaps, sublets, and other vaca-
tion rentals at www.rome.craigslist.org. 

 Hotels with Apartments 
There are a number of Roman hotels 

that—in addition to rooms and 
suites—offer a selection of local apart-
ments to their prospective guests. 
Albergo Santa Chiara 3 apartments 
(E Via Santa Chiara 21, Pantheon, 
00186 P 06/6872979 B 06/6873144 
w www.albergosantachiara.com). 
Campo de’ Fiori 15 apartments (E Via 
del Biscione 6, Campo de’ Fiori, 00186 
P 06/68806865 B 06/6876003 
w www.hotelcampodefiori.it). Italia 1 
apartment (E Via Venezia 18, Termini, 
00184 P 06/4828355 B 06/4745550 
w www.hotelitaliaroma.com). Julia 
3 apartments (E Via Rasella 29, 
Via Veneto, 00187 P 06/4881637 
B 06/4817044 w www.hoteljulia.it). 
Mecenate Palace Hotel 2 apartments 
(E Via Carlo Alberto 3, Termini, 00185 
P 06/44702024 B 06/4461354 
w www.mecenatepalace.com). Traste-
vere 3 apartments (E Via Luciano 
Manara 24–25, Trastevere, 00153 
P 06/5814713 B 06/5881016 
w www.hoteltrastevere.net). 

Residence Hotels 
 Residence hotels also specialize in short-
let vacation rentals. They usually have 
fully equipped kitchens and offer linens, 
laundry, and cleaning services. Most are 
available for weekly or monthly rentals. 
Costs for an apartment for two range 
from about €1,300 for a week to €2,600 
per month. Residence Aldrovandi (E Via 
Ulisse Aldrovandi 11, Parioli, 00197 
P 06/3221430 B 06/3222181 w www.
aldrovandiresidence.it). Residence Ripetta 
(E Via di Ripetta 231, Piazza di Spagna, 
00186 P 06/3231144 B 06/3203959 
w www.ripetta.it). Palazzo al Velabro 
(E Via del Velabro 16, Ghetto, 00186 
P 06/6792758 B 06/6793790 
w www.velabro.it). Mecenate Palace 
Hotel 10 executive “residence” rooms 
(E Via Carlo Alberto 3, Termini, 00185 
P 06/44702024 B 06/4461354 
w www.mecenatepalace.com). 

 Renting an Apartment in Rome 
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tions: on the famous piazza with Bernini’s elephant obelisk, and just 
a few feet from the Pantheon and the church of Santa Maria sopra 
Minerva. Inside, a zillion-dollar renovation nearly gutted the building. 
What emerged was a vast and sleek lobby (complete with 19th-century 
statues and some rather gaudy stained glass), big banquet facilities, the 
lush La Cesta restaurant, and guest rooms aswim in Italian modern 
furnishings. Guests love the staff here, and no one can resist the lavish 
roof terrace. Open for summer dining in fair weather, it almost allows 
you to touch the dome of Hadrian’s famous temple. Pros: about 50 
yards from the Pantheon on quiet Piazza della Minerva; some rooms 
have terraces; the staff is both friendly and helpful. Cons: the property 
is a little worn around the edges; some say it seems expensive for what 
you get; the breakfast buffet is 30 euros. E Piazza della Minerva 69, 
Pantheon, 00186 P 06/695201 B 06/6794165 w grandhoteldelami-
nerve.it a 119 rooms, 16 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed 
Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, gym, laundry service, 
concierge, public Internet, parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, 
DC, MC, V X EP. j4:F3 
  Nazionale. Given its prime location adjacent to the Parliament, this 
16th-century palazzo has been the venue for any number of momen-
tous meetings of Italy’s top politicos. In keeping with its national impor-
tance, it offers every traditional service and modern comfort: refi ned 
but comfortable guest rooms, a bar, a restaurant, meeting rooms, and 
fi rst-class staff. The second-fl oor penthouse suite offers a private ter-
race and amazing views. Pros: outstanding breakfast buffet; spacious 
rooms; great baths/showers. Cons: the elevator is both small and slow; 
there are vehicle restrictions because of the hotel’s proximity to Parlia-
ment; Internet access is pricey. E Piazza Montecitorio 131, Pantheon, 
00186 P 06/695001 B 06/6786677 w www.nazionaleroma.it a 92 
rooms, 3 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-
hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, laundry service, concierge, public 
Wi-Fi, parking (fee). c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j4:F2 
 Pantheon. The Pantheon is a superb place to stay right next door to the 
grand monument of the same name. The lobby is the very epitome of 
a Roman hotel lobby—a warm, cozy, yet opulent setting that comes 
replete with Stil Liberty stained glass, sumptuous wood paneling, a 
Renaissance beamed ceiling, and a massive and glorious chandelier. 
A print of one of Rome’s obelisks on the door welcomes you to your 
room, where you’ll fi nd antique walnut furniture, fresh fl owers, and 
more wood-beam ceilings. Pros: proximity to the Pantheon; big, clean 
bathrooms; friendly staff. Cons: rooms are in need of some upgrading; 
the lighting is low and the carpets are worn; the breakfast lacks variety. 
E Via dei Pastini 131, Pantheon, 00186 P 06/6787746 B 06/6787755 
w www.hotelpantheon.com a 13 rooms, 1 suite t In-room: safe, 
refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: bar, room service, laundry service, public 
Wi-Fi, no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j4:F2 
 Trevi. Location, location, location: this delightful place is tucked away 
down one of Old Rome’s quaintest alleys near the Trevi Fountain. The 
smallish rooms are bright and clean, and a few of the larger ones have 
antique furniture and wooden ceilings with massive beams. There’s also 
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an arborlike roof-garden restaurant where you can eat marvelous pasta 
as you peer out at the city below. Pros: pass the Trevi Fountain each day 
as you come and go; comfortable rooms; roof-garden restaurant. Cons: 
breakfast room is cramped; staff is brusque; no Internet connection 
in the rooms or in the public spaces. E Vicolo del Babbuccio 20/21, 
Piazza di Trevi, 00187 P 06/6789563 B 06/69941407 w www.grup-
potrevi.it a 29 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: restau-
rant, room service, laundry service, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), 
no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j4:H2 
  Tritone. A hundred yards from the Fontana di Trevi, the Tritone is 
within easy walking distance of virtually every important site in the 
historic center. The fl ip side is that you’re on one of Rome’s busiest 
thoroughfares, so noise can be an issue, though high-quality sound-
proofi ng helps keep the din down. Rooms have modern decor with 
wall-to-wall carpeting, plasma-screen satellite TV, and spacious trav-
ertine bathrooms. A buffet breakfast can be taken in the roof gar-
den, with panoramic views of the city. Pros: Walking distance to major 
attractions; modern decor and fl at-screen TVs; friendly staff. Cons: 
Cramped reception area; most rooms have twin beds; despite sound-
proofi ng, street-side rooms can be noisy. E Via del Tritone 210, Piazza 
di Trevi, 00187 P 06/69922575 B 06/6782624 w www.tritonehotel.
com a 43 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, DVD (some). In-hotel: 
room service, bar, laundry service, public Internet, public Wi-Fi, air-
port shuttle (fee), parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, 
V X BP. j4:G1 

 CAMPO DE’ FIORI AND GHETTO
 You’re in the heart of gorgeously beautiful Vecchia Roma (Old Rome) 
here—a neighborhood that spreads out from two of the most colorful 
squares in town, Campo de’ Fiori and Piazza Farnese, and not far from 
the city’s most elegant residential address, Via Giulia. That noted, many 
hotels here are refurbished (or not) medieval tenements, with small 
rooms and precipitous stairs, so it’s probably not the place to come 
looking for sybaritic luxury.

 A little to the south in the Ghetto, the impossibly narrow alleyways 
and deep quiet of most of this small quarter make it easy to imagine its 
bohemian-chic condos as the teeming tenements they once were. There 
are few caffès and restaurants here, but the neighborhood is so small 
and central that it’s just a few minutes’ walk  to busy Largo Argentina, 
where choice is wider.

 Albergo del Sole al Biscione. Built on the ruins of the ancient Theater of 
Pompey, in the very heart of the timeless Campo de’ Fiori area, this 
little gem has one of the quaintest multilevel terraces in old Rome; stun-
ning views are guaranteed, with center stage taken by the great dome 
of Santa Andrea della Valle. Don’t be put off by the hotel’s neon-ish 
sign out front—the atmosphere inside is cozy, with open-beam ceilings 
and old-fashioned furnishings. Modern comforts include an elevator. 
Rooms are set out in simple pensione style, featuring early-20th-cen-
tury wardrobes and veneer bed frames. Don’t confuse this with the 
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famous Albergo del Sole al Pantheon hotel. Pros: some truly spacious 
rooms for this area (but beware, some rooms are also quite small); 
parking garage in the hotel; roof garden with views of the neighbor-
hood and local cupolas. Cons: some rooms are small and lack private 
bathrooms or a/c; there is no elevator on the fi rst fl oor; it can be noisy 
both inside and out. E Via del Biscione 76, Campo de’ Fiori, 00186 
P 06/68806873 B 06/6893787 w www.solealbiscione.it a 58 rooms, 
26 with bath t In-room: no a/c (some), refrigerator (some). In-hotel: 
parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c No credit cards X EP. j4:D4 
 Arenula. Standing on an age-worn byway off central Via Arenula, this 
hotel is a superb bargain by Rome standards. With an imposingly 
elegant stone exterior, this hotel welcomes you with a luminous and 
cheerful all-white interior. Guest rooms are simple in decor but have 
pale-wood furnishings and gleaming bathrooms, as well as double-
glaze windows and air-conditioning (in summer only; ask when you 
reserve). Two of the rooms accommodate four beds. Of course, you 
can’t have everything, so that the graceful oval staircase of white marble 
and wrought iron in the lobby cues you that there is no elevator. Those 
guests with rooms on the fourth fl oor had better be in good shape! 
Pros: it’s a real bargain; conveniently located in the Ghetto (close to 
Campo de’ Fiori and Trastevere), and it’s spotless. Cons: totally no-
frills accommodations; four fl oors and no elevator; traffi c and tram 
noise can be heard throughout the night despite the double-glazing. 
E Via Santa Maria dei Calderari 47, off Via Arenula, Ghetto, 00186 
P 06/6879454 B 06/6896188 w www.hotelarenula.com a 50 rooms 
t In-room: no a/c (some). In-hotel: no elevator. c AE, DC, MC, V 
X CP. j4:E5 
  Casa di Santa Brigida. The sisters of Santa Brigida offer their guests 
some very special things: insider tickets to papal audiences, a house 
that overlooks the magnifi cent Piazza Farnese (where one of Michelan-
gelo’s buildings surveys all), and a most enviable location in the heart 
of Old Baroque Rome. But you have to remember this is part of the 
Convent of St. Bridget, so guest rooms are simple (and serene—no 
TV), the nuns don’t bend over backward to get you ice for your soda 
(presumably they have more important things on their minds), and 
the breakfasts are nothing to write home about. Still, the atmosphere 
is redolent. Antiques dot the bedrooms. There’s a lovely roof terrace 
overlooking the Palazzo Farnese, as well as a fi ne chapel and library. 
The Brigidine sisters wear a distinctive habit and veil with a caplike 
headband and they are known for their gentle manner. Little wonder 
you need to book well in advance here. If you’re interested in eat-
ing at the Casa, inquire about meal plans when you book. Note that 
the address is that of the church of Santa Brigida, but the guesthouse 
entrance is around the corner at Via Monserrato 54. Pros: no curfew 
in this historic convent; insider papal tickets; location in the Piazza 
Farnese. Cons: weak a/c; no TVs in the rooms (though there is a com-
mon TV room); mediocre breakfast. E Piazza Farnese 96, Campo de’ 
Fiori, 00186 P 06/68892497 B 06/68891573 w www.brigidine.org 
a 24 rooms t In-room: no TV. In-hotel: no-smoking rooms. c AE, 
DC, MC, V X CP. j4:C4 
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 Hotel Campo de’ Fiori. Frescoes, exposed brickwork, and picturesque 
effects throughout this little hotel could well be the work of a set 
designer, but a recent renovation attributes the charming ambience to 
interior designer Dario di Blasi. Each room is entirely unique in its 
colors, furniture, and refi ned feel. The hotel underwent a complete 
renovation in 2006, retaining its old-world charm, but modernizing 
with soundproofi ng, air-conditioning, fl at-screen TVs, pay-per-view 
movies, DSL, and Wi-Fi in all the rooms. There is also a marvelous 
view from the roof terrace. If you desire more extensive accommoda-
tions, Hotel Campo de’ Fiori offers an additional selection of 15 dif-
ferent apartments in the area that can accommodate two to fi ve guests. 
Pros: newly reonovated; superb location; modern amenities that many 
Roman hotels haven’t caught up with yet; rooftop terrace. Cons: some 
of the rooms are very small; breakfast works on a voucher system 
with a nearby caffè; the staff doesn’t necessarily go out of their way 
to help you settle in. E Via del Biscione 6, Campo de’ Fiori, 00186 
P 06/68806865 B 06/6876003 w www.hotelcampodefi ori.it a 28 
rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: 
no-smoking rooms. c MC, V X CP. j4:D4 
  Hotel Ponte Sisto. With one of the prettiest patio-courtyards in Rome, this 
hotel offers its own blissful defi nition of Pax Romana. Peace, indeed, 
will be yours sitting in this enchanting spot, shadowed by palm trees, set 
with tables, and adorned with pink and white fl owers, all surrounded 
by the ochre walls of the hotel, which was renovated in 2001 from a 
palazzo built by the noble Venetian Palottini family. Some rooms over-
look the garden of the historic Palazzo Spada. Inside, the sleek decors, 
replete with cherry wood accents, recessed lighting, and luminous mar-
ble fl oors also give a calming effect. Guest rooms are refi ned—suites 
come with Jacuzzis and furnished balconies or terraces, bathrooms can 
be lavishly modern, and there’s also a bar and restaurant. The location 
is an award-winner—just off the Ponte Sisto, the pedestrian bridge that 
connects the Campo de’ Fiori area with Trastevere (whose trattorias 
and bars are thus just a quick jaunt away), and a second from Via 
Giulia, Rome’s prettiest street. Pros: rooms with views (and some with 
balconies and terraces); luxury bathrooms; beautiful courtyard gar-
den. Cons: street-side rooms can be a bit noisy; some rooms are on the 
small side; restaurant doesn’t serve lunch or dinner. E Via dei Pettinari 
64, Campo de’ Fiori, 00186 P 06/686310 B 06/68301712 w www.
hotelpontesisto.it a 103 rooms, 4 suites t In-room: safe, refrigera-
tor, dial-up. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, laundry service, 
public Internet, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), some pets allowed, 
no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j4:D5 
 Hotel Rinascimento. In an old palazzo in the heart of the Campo de’ Fiori 
district, this small hotel has an ideal address for exploring the atmo-
spheric alleyways of the old city. Atmospheric, however, this hotel is 
not. Lots of white walls, a simple “Art Nouveau” glass-panel bar, and 
low-key lighting make the reception area a bit lugubrious. However, 
the owners are charming and always helpful. Their English is a bit 
hit-or-miss, so it helps to know a few key phrases in Italian or have a 
phrase book handy. Upstairs, the 19 smallish rooms are neat and pleas-
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ant, with terra-cotta fl oors, wood-beam ceilings, padded headboards, 
and framed lithographs. Pros: near the bustling Campo, but not right 
on it (better for a good night’s sleep); friendly and helpful staff; simple, 
no-frills accommodations. Cons: small, plain rooms and bathrooms; 
no laundry service; low lighting. E Via del Pellegrino 122, Campo 
de’ Fiori, 00186 P 06/6874813 B 06/6833518 w www.hotelrinasci-
mento.com a 19 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: bar, 
public Wi-Fi, parking (fee). c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j4:B3 
  Teatro di Pompeo. Where else can you breakfast under the ancient stone 
vaults of Pompey’s Theater, historic site of Julius Caesar’s assassina-
tion? At this intimate and refi ned little hotel in the heart of Old Rome 
you are part of that history. At night, you sleep under restored beamed 
ceilings that date from the days of Michelangelo. Rooms are simple 
but tasteful, with terra-cotta fl oors, comfortable old-fashioned beds, 
and attractive antique furniture. The staff is also sincere and helpful. 
Hotel Teatro di Pompeo is the kind of place that really makes you 
feel like you’re living among the true Romans. Do yourself a favor, 
and book well in advance. Pros: location is central to the Campo but 
not right on the market square; helpful staff; affordable with an old-
school Roman feel. Cons: it can be noisy on both the street side and 
the interior courtyard; rooms are small; no Wi-Fi. E Largo del Pallaro 
8, Campo de’ Fiori, 00186 P 06/68300170 B 06/68805531 w www.
hotelteatrodipompeo.it a 13 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator. In-
hotel: room service, bar, laundry service, public Internet. c AE, DC, 
MC, V X CP. j4:D4 
 Tiziano. Smack-dab in the middle of everything, this former 18th-cen-
tury palace—the grand Palazzo Pacelli—allows you to enjoy the buzz 
of modern-day Rome from a comfortable distance. Outside, the Corso 
Vittorio Emanuele is teeming with shoppers and tourists; inside, the 
cool, quiet marble lobby is a haven of calm. On the second fl oor—the 
old piano nobile—you’ll fi nd guest rooms with some of the loftiest ceil-
ings in Rome, all extrovertedly done with Roman cornices, bold color 
schemes, French windows, parquet fl oors, and “modern” furnishings. 
Some rooms have balconies, set over church cupolas. No question—
this is an ideal base for sampling the historic Campo de’ Fiori and 
Piazza Navona districts. Pros: Very “European” feel; excellent value 
and location; computer room with Internet access for guest use. Cons: 
The Corso is a busy thoroughfare, so some rooms are noisy; loud hall-
ways (especially near the stairs); small lobby. E Corso Vittorio Eman-
uele II 110, Campo de’ Fiori, 00186 P 06/6865019 B 06/6865019 
w www.tizianohotel.it a 51 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, high-
speed Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, laundry service, 
concierge, public Wi-Fi, parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, 
MC, V X BP. j4:E4 

 MONTI, ESQUILINO, REPUBBLICA & SAN LORENZO
 The wide, busy streets around Rome’s central train station feel much 
more urban than the rest of the city center. Traffi c is heavier, 19th-cen-
tury buildings are taller, and the overall feeling is gray and commer-
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cial—not the Rome of travel brochure fantasies. But the hotel density 
here is the highest in the city, and you’re assured of fi nding a room in a 
pinch. Although most travelers choose this neighborhood because it’s 
cheap, there are a surprising number of top-end hotels here as well, and 
if you’re looking for a luxurious room, the price-quality ratio here is 
better than in swankier parts of town.

  Adler. This tiny pensione run by the same family for more than three 
decades provides a comfortable stay on a quiet street near the main 
station for a very good price. Ideal for families, Adler has six spa-
cious rooms that sleep three, four, or fi ve, as well as a single and a 
double. Rooms are basic, but impeccably clean. Worn but cozy chairs 
line the lobby, and in summer, breakfast can be taken on the leafy 
courtyard balcony. Pros: breakfast on the terrace; free Internet point in 
the lobby; strong a/c. Cons: some rooms are dark; showers are tiny; no 
safes in the rooms. E Via Modena 5, Esquilino, 00184 P 06/484466 
B 06/4880940 w www.hoteladler-roma.com a 8 rooms t In-room: 
refrigerator. In-hotel: room service, bar, public Internet, airport shuttle 
(fee), parking (fee). c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:C3 
  Alpi. The sweeping marble entrance here is cool and welcoming; it sets 
the tone for the rest of this reasonably priced hotel. What sets it apart 
is the feeling of space—high ceilings with elegant chandeliers, white 
walls, and marble or parquet fl oors give it an elegance that is unusual 
for the price. Some of the bedrooms have antique furniture, and all are 
tastefully decorated, although the beds are old-fashioned. Fresh fl ow-
ers are decadently displayed throughout the hotel, and on the terrace. 
There are slightly formal lounges and a cozier bar downstairs, as well as 
a restaurant that serves traditional Mediterranean cuisine. Pros: clean 
and comfortable; hard-working concierge; numerous common spaces 
to lounge in. Cons: not all rooms are created equal; slow elevator; 
you’ll probably want to take a bus/metro to most major sights. E Via 
Castelfi dardo 84, Repubblica, 00185 P 06/4441235 B 06/4441257 
w www.hotelalpi.com a 48 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-
speed Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, laundry service, 
concierge, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), some pets 
allowed, no-smoking rooms c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:E2 
 Aphrodite. Given a recent design makeover, this hotel offers plenty of 
panache for the money. The mod, minimalist reception area strikes an 
elegant note (a little off-key since the immediate area here is right next 
door to Termini Station). Guest rooms are clean and friendly, adorned 
with colorful prints. Some rooms are on the spartan side, but the over-
all feel is fresh and modern. White walls and curtains lend a peaceful, 
almost monastic quality to the place. You can’t beat it for value. Pros: 
panache for a low price; big bathrooms; quiet. Cons: not much in the 
way of amenities; no Internet access; small rooms. E Via Marsala 90, 
San Lorenzo, 00185 P 06/491096 B 06/491579 w www.accommo-
dationinrome.com a 50 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: 
bar. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:E3 
 Art Deco. The name says it all: the decor at this hotel is attuned to the 
streamlined modern sensibilities of the 1920s, with whimsical accents 
in (patently new) Art Deco paintings and antiques. Set in a pretty early-
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20th-century building, the hotel offers some modern amenities, includ-
ing whirlpool baths (upon request) and both Wi-Fi and an Internet 
point in the lobby (though there’s no Internet access in the rooms). 
Located in a residential neighborhood just a few minutes’ walk from 
Termini Station, it’s convenient to public transport (which you’ll prob-
ably need to get to the center of Rome). Pros: cool Art Deco furnish-
ings; accessible to metro and buses; free Internet access in the lobby. 
Cons: elevator is tiny; beds are hard; no Internet access in the rooms. 
E Via Palestro 19, Repubblica, 00185 P 06/4457588 B 06/4441483 
w www.travel.it/roma/artdeco a 68 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigera-
tor. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, laundry service, concierge, 
public Internet, public Wi-Fi, no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V 
X BP. j2:E2 
  The Beehive. Rome meets the best of Southern California at The Beehive. 
Started by a Los Angeles couple following their dream in 1999, The 
Beehive might be the most unique budget hotel in Rome—although, it’s 
not just a hotel; it’s more of an ecologically minded little empire that 
also offers hostel accommodations, a vegetarian cafe, a yoga space and 
an art gallery with a garden, a reading lounge, and a few off-site apart-
ments. It offers a respite from Rome’s chaos, but is conveniently located 
only a few blocks from Termini. The design is contemporary and hip 
and the vibe is mellow. All of the rooms come with shared bathrooms 
(where, along with the facilities, you’ll fi nd handmade vegetable-based 
soaps and recycled toilet paper). There is a lovely little garden with fruit 
trees, herbs, and fl owers. The Beehive offers complimentary Wi-Fi, but 
no TVs or air-conditioning (though rooms do have ceiling fans). If you 
would prefer your own self-catering apartment (and private bathroom) 
for your group or family, or if you’d just like an individual room in 
an apartment, The Beehive also has three apartments in the neigh-
borhood that can be rented. Pros: yoga, massage, and other therapies 
offered on-site; free Wi-Fi and Beehive’s own guidebook. Cons: no TV, 
a/c, baggage storage, or private bathroom; breakfast is not included in 
the room rate. E Via Marghera 8, Repubblica, 00185 P 06/44704553 
w www.the-beehive.com a 8 rooms, 1 dormitory, 3 apartments t In-
room: no a/c, kitchen (some), no TV, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: no elevator, pub-
lic Wi-Fi, no-smoking rooms. c MC, V X EP. j2:E3 
  Britannia. Set in a very regal white villa, smartly fi tted out with black 
shutters (and a not so smart neon sign), this is a very enticing option. 
The attention to detail is evident in every corner, from the frescoed 
halls to the breakfast room. Downstairs, public rooms have somewhat 
crass allusions to Empire 19th-century style. But upstairs, the indi-
vidual layout of the guest rooms makes you feel like you’re in a pri-
vate home, furnished with luxury fabrics and original artwork, as well 
as handsome marble bathrooms. One has a wall lined with photos, 
another has a bed with a tondo painting of a rose hovering above it. 
Others cosset with sweet 19th-century style moldings. The caring man-
agement provides such amenities as English-language dailies and local 
weather reports delivered to your room each morning. A light-fi lled 
rooftop suite opens onto a private terrace. Pros: spacious; comfortable 
rooms with big, marble bathrooms; some pets are allowed; good ser-
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vice. Cons: light sleepers may fi nd the walls a little thin; neighborhood 
traffi c can be noisy; not very close to the city’s main attractions. E Via 
Napoli 64, Esquilino, 00184 P 06/4883153 B 06/48986316 w www.
hotelbritannia.it a 33 rooms, 1 suite t In-room: safe, refrigerator, 
Wi-Fi. In-hotel: bar, laundry service, concierge, public Internet, public 
Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), some pets allowed, no-smok-
ing rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:C4 
  Des Artistes. The three personable Riccioni brothers have transformed 
their hotel into the best in the neighborhood in its price range. It’s 
bedecked with paintings and handsome furnishings in mahogany, and 
rooms are decorated in attractive fabrics. Marble baths are smallish 
but luxurious for this price, and they’re stocked with hair dryers and 
towel warmers. Des Artistes hasn’t forgotten its roots, though: there’s 
also a “hostel” fl oor with 11 simpler rooms for travelers on a budget. 
Book well ahead. As for location, this is somewhat on the fringe, being 
several blocks (in the wrong direction) from Stazione Termini. Pros: 
good value; decent-size rooms; relaxing roof garden. Cons: breakfast 
area is overcrowded; no Internet access in the building; reception is on 
the 5th fl oor. E Via Villafranca 20, San Lorenzo, 00185 P 06/4454365 
B 06/4462368 w www.hoteldesartistes.com a 40 rooms, 27 with bath 
t In-room: no a/c (some), safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: bar, concierge, 
parking (fee), no-smoking rooms c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j2:F2 
 D’Este. The decor in this distinguished 19th-century hotel tries to evoke 
turn-of-the-20th-century comfort, with brass bedsteads and lamps as 
well as dark-wood period furniture. Rooms are quiet, light, and spa-
cious; many can accommodate families. The attentive owner-manager 
likes to have fresh fl owers in the halls and sees that everything works. 
He encourages inquiries about special rates, particularly during the 
slack summer months. The location is within hailing distance of Santa 
Maria Maggiore and close to Termini Station. (You can arrange to be 
picked up there, free of charge, by the hotel car.) Pros: good value for 
budget travelers; the cleaning staff is especially friendly; hotel car picks 
you up at Santa Maria Maggiore. Cons: the walls are thin; breakfast 
is the standard Continental fare; some of the beds are squeaky. E Via 
Carlo Alberto 6, Monti, 00185 P 06/4465607 B 06/4465601 w www.
hotel-deste.com a 37 rooms t In room: safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-
hotel: room service, bar, concierge, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), 
parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:E5 
  Doria. A convenient location and reasonable rates are the advantages 
of this small hotel. Space is ingeniously exploited, from the minuscule 
elevator to the nicely furnished though smallish rooms. The rooms 
all feature soundproof windows. One of the hotel’s most attractive 
assets is the roof garden—again, not very large, but fi ne for enjoying 
an alfresco breakfast and a pleasant view. The Doria has a clone, the 
Hotel Amalfi , across the street, with the same amenities and some larger 
rooms with three beds. Pros: smart use of space; breakfast on the roof-
top terrace; good daily maid service. Cons: minuscule elevator; small 
reception area; despite soundproofi ng there’s still some traffi c noise. 
E Via Merulana 4, Esquilino, 00185 P 06/4465888 B 06/4465889 
w www.doriahotel.it a 20 rooms t In-room: safe (some), refrigerator, 
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high-speed Internet. In-hotel: bar, public Wi-Fi, parking (fee). c AE, 
DC, MC, V X CP. j2:E5 
 Exedra. If Rome’s semi-stodgy hotel scene has an It-Girl, it’s the Exedra. 
Hardly a travel column unfolds without a mention of it, celebs vie for 
face time, and it’s the hostess of the moment for out-of-town high roll-
ers and Roman big spenders alike. Unlike its naughty younger brother 
the Aleph, the Exedra is a model of neoclassical respectability, all gilt-
framed mirrors and fresh fl owers, but there’s a glint of cutting edge 
in the paparazzi-inspired (and inspiring) Tazio brasserie. Rooms are 
predictably luscious in an uptown way, with silky linens and handsome 
nouveau-colonial bedsteads, and many face the spectacular fountain in 
the piazza outside. Why stay here, rather than at the umpteen other 
expensively elegant hotels in central Rome? You can think about it 
while you lounge by the rooftop swimming pool. Pros: spacious and 
attractive rooms; great spa and pool; terrace with cocktail service. Cons: 
food and beverages are expensive; hotel seems overstaffed at times; 
beyond the immediate vicinity; parts of the neighborhood seem unsa-
vory. E Piazza della Repubblica 47, Repubblica, 00185 P 06/489381 
B 06/48938000 w www.boscolohotels.com a 240 rooms, 18 suites 
t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: 3 restaurants, 
room service, 2 bars, pool, gym, spa, laundry service, concierge, public 
Internet, public Wi-Fi, parking (fee), some pets allowed, no-smoking 
rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:D3 
 Giuliana. A friendly family operates this small, cozy residence with 
pride. The decor is unprepossessing, with 1960s modern furniture but 
guest rooms are large (if sparely furnished) and the tiled baths are shiny 
clean. Make sure to specify bath or shower when you make your res-
ervation; it’s one or the other. If you need to check your e-mail while 
you’re on vacation, there is wireless Internet access in the rooms and 
in the lobby, though it’s limited to daytime hours. The hotel doesn’t 
provide laundry service, but you can drop your clothes at the laundry 
service right next door (and there are several coin-operated laundries 
in the neighborhood if you need them). Pros: spacious, clean rooms; 
staff is warm and welcoming; with only 11 rooms, it’s an intimate 
experience. Cons: you may hear noise from the local market; air-con-
ditioning is an extra €10 charge; bathroom has either a shower or 
a tub. E Via Agostino Depretis 70, Esquilino, 00184 P 06/4880795 
B 06/4824287 w www.hotelgiuliana.com a 11 rooms t In-room: no 
a/c (some), safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: room service, bar, concierge, 
parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, MC, V X CP. j2:D4 
  Italia. It looks and feels like a classic pensione: low-budget with a lot 
of heart. A block off the very traffi cky Via Nazionale, this friendly, 
family-run hotel offers inexpensive rooms with big windows, desks, 
parquet fl oors, and baths with faux-marble tiles, but the rooms aren’t 
really the point. The price is, and it’s made all the more tempting by a 
generous buffet breakfast and thoughtful touches like an ice machine 
and free wireless Internet access. Ask for even lower midsummer rates. 
Pros: free Wi-Fi and Internet access in the lobby; great price; individual 
attention and personal care. Cons: no Internet access in the rooms; it’s 
sometimes noisy; a/c is an extra €10. E Via Venezia 18, Monti, 00184 
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P 06/4828355 B 06/4745550 w www.hotelitaliaroma.com a 31 
rooms, 1 apartment t In-room: no a/c (some), safe. In-hotel: bar, con-
cierge, public Internet, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), 
no-smoking rooms. c AE, MC, V X CP. j2:C4 
 Marcella Royal. A midsize hotel with the feel of a smaller, more intimate 
establishment, the Marcella is 10 minutes from Via Veneto and Termini 
Station. Here you can do your sightseeing from the roof terrace, tak-
ing in the view while you breakfast. Marcella Royal also offers a light 
dinner service for guests who prefer to relax at the hotel in the evening. 
Many rooms also have good views, and they are all furnished with fl air, 
using tasteful color schemes, fl oral prints, and mirrored walls, echoing 
the elegant winter-garden decor of the lounges and bar. The spacious 
suites are ideal for families. Pros: start the day with breakfast in the 
roof garden, aperitivo at the piano bar; staff goes the extra mile to 
help guests with all of their needs. Cons: small rooms; small showers; 
distant from most major attractions. E Via Flavia 106, Repubblica, 
00187 P 06/42014591 B 06/4815832 w www.marcellaroyalhotel.
com a 84 rooms, 2 suites t In-room: safe, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: bar, park-
ing (fee) c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j2:D4 
 Mascagni. Outside is one of Rome’s busiest, most central streets, but not 
a sound fi lters into the interior of this elegant establishment, where win-
dows and even doors are soundproof. The lobby is fetchingly accented 
by two statues of goddesses, while an Empire-style sofa and Baroque 
mirror set a stylish tone. In guest rooms, pretty damask curtains, high 
ceilings, and new, fi rm beds are a pleasure. The intimate lounges and 
charming bar—very cozy and attractive with its fl oral fabric and wood 
bar—follow the same decorating scheme, as does the breakfast room, 
where a generous buffet is laid in the morning, complete with free 
newspapers. Discounted rates can be a good deal, so be sure to ask. The 
friendly, creative management is always coming up with new offers, 
including the “Family Perfect” room, which includes a PlayStation, a 
DVD player with Disney movies, and wooden blocks for small children 
to play with. Pros: staff is friendly and attentive with good advice; 
bathrooms are spacious and they come with nice toiletries; great for 
families with kids. Cons: small lobby; weak a/c; slow Internet. E Via 
Vittorio Emanuele Orlando 90, Repubblica, 00185 P 06/48904040 
B 06/4817637 w www.hotelmascagni.com a 40 rooms t In-room: 
safe, refrigerator, DVD (some), hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: bar, laundry 
service, concierge, public Internet, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), 
no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j2:D3 
  Mecenate Palace Hotel. Named after ancient Rome’s most important 
patron of the arts, who lived at this location more than 2,000 years 
ago, the Mecenate is situated on top of the Esquiline, one of Rome’s 
seven hills. From the rooftop terrace there’s a marvelous view of the bell 
tower of Santa Maria Maggiore. The rooms are in two adjacent build-
ings, and the lobby has been renovated to a facsimile of its original fi n 
de siècle style. However, some guest rooms are fairly generic in tone, 
so if you stay here splurge for the best. In winter months, special room 
rates apply. In addition to rooms and suites, Mecenate also offers exec-
utive “residence” rooms and apartments in their adjoining building. 
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Pros: bathrooms have the works (plush robes, shampoos, and soaps); 
beds and bedding very comfortable; breakfast is served on the roof 
garden overlooking the Santa Maggiore church. Cons: hotel is on the 
Esquilino hill, so walking up after a day of sightseeing can be tiring; it’s 
not close to many of Rome’s most historical sights; water temperature 
in the shower/tub is sometimes unstable. E Via Carlo Alberto 3, Monti, 
00185 P 06/44702024 B 06/4461354 w www.mecenatepalace.com 
a 62 rooms, 3 suites t In-room: safe, kitchens (some), refrigerator, 
dial-up. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, concierge, laundry ser-
vice, public Internet, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), 
no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:D5 
  Miami. Rooms at this low-key hotel, in a dignifi ed 19th-century build-
ing on Rome’s busy Via Nazionale, are soundproof and tastefully styled 
with coordinated curtains, bedspreads, and wallpaper. The location, on 
main bus lines and near Termini Station and the Metro, is very central 
for sightseeing and shopping, although it’s not ideal for eating out. 
Winter rates from November through February are a good bargain. 
And remember, rooms on the courtyard are quieter. Pros: pleasant staff; 
soundproof windows; strong a/c. Cons: no hi-speed Internet; no alarm 
clock; small breakfast room. E Via Nazionale 230, Repubblica, 00184 
P 06/4817180 B 06/484562 w www.hotelmiami.com a 42 rooms, 4 
suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, dial-up. In-hotel: room service, bar, 
bicycles, laundry service, concierge, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), 
no-smoking rooms. c AE, D, DC, MC, V X BP. j2:C4 
 Montreal. A good choice for budget travelers, this hotel is on a central 
avenue across the square from Santa Maria Maggiore, three blocks 
from Stazione Termini. The modest Montreal occupies three fl oors of 
an older building and has been totally renovated and offers fresh-look-
ing, though small, rooms. The owner-managers are pleasant and help-
ful, and the neighborhood has plenty of reasonably priced restaurants. 
Pros: informative staff provides maps and good recommendations; 
rooms and bathrooms are spacious; hotel has a cozy feel. Cons: no 
Internet access in the rooms; location can be noisy at night; it’s either a 
bus, metro, or long walk to most historic sights. E Via Carlo Alberto 
4, Monti, 00185 P 06/4457797 B 06/4465522 w www.hotelmon-
trealroma.com a 27 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: 
room service, bar, concierge, public Internet, parking (fee), no-smok-
ing rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:D5 
 Morgana. Step into the richly marbled lobby and lounges done up in tar-
tan wallpapers, antiquarian mezzotints, and framed landscape paint-
ings and thus experience an elegance rare at this price level. Among 
Rome’s lower-price hotels, the Morgana is relatively large, with 106 
rooms. What that means here is a wide choice of amenities—four dif-
ferent categories of rooms (with corresponding prices) offer a chance to 
mix and match: modern or antique furniture, Jacuzzi tub or data port, 
or both. Ask and you shall receive—but no matter which guest room 
you land, you’ll have few complaints about the decor, which is chic 
and charming in most instances. You would never use those adjectives 
to describe the immediate neighborhood—just a block removed from 
Stazione Termini—but you can’t have everything. Pros: with direct 
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bookings, Morgana offers special packages with free airport transfer 
or a free guided tour; they also offer cable TV with CNN and free 
in-house movies. Cons: neighborhood is run-down; no hi-speed Inter-
net; removed from most sightseeing (though you can take buses or 
the metro). E Via Filippo Turati 33, Esquilino, 00185 P 06/4467230 
B 06/4469142 w www.hotelmorgana.com a 106 rooms, 2 suites 
t In-room: safe, refrigerator, dial-up (some). In-hotel: room service, 
bar, laundry service, concierge, airport shuttle (inquire), parking (fee), 
no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:E4 
  Radisson SAS Es. In this hotel, the rooms themselves are an experience. 
The minimalist and ultra-contemporary design is in complete contrast 
to most of what you will fi nd throughout the city. Imagine taking a 
room at a big-city modern art museum, and you’ll start to get the 
picture. There are colorful accents throughout the hotel that contrast 
with an overarching minimalist theme of white or muted tones. Even 
the windows light up in color at night. The rooms are spacious with 
funky fi xtures. The beds are smack in the middle of each guest room. 
The bathroom walls are glass, which may be a little too open for the 
more private traveler. There’s also a swimming pool and sundeck on the 
roof, a health and fi tness room with spa, a bar, and 2 restaurants, plus 
free hi-speed Internet and Wi-Fi everywhere. Pros: distinctive design; 
convenient, transportation-wise, as it’s so close to Termini; friendly and 
helpful staff, plus a lot of extras (like free Wi-Fi). Cons: Termini can be 
a bit unsavory at night; some may fi nd the über-design off-putting; you 
don’t get much privacy with a glass bathroom. E Via Filippo Turati 
171, Esquilino, 00185 P 06/444841 B 06/44341396 w www.rome.
radissonsas.com a 232 rooms, 27 suites t In-room: safe, refrigera-
tor, hi-speed Internet, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: 2 restaurants, room service, bar, 
pool, gym, spa, laundry service, concierge, public Internet, public Wi-
Fi, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, MC, 
V, DC X CP. j2:F5 
 Residenza Cellini. Fresh fl owers in the foyer help make this small, fam-
ily-run residence feel like a gracious home. The lobby’s glossy par-
quet fl oors, elegant door moldings, and handsome wood Empire-style 
desk and chairs make a sweet impression. Traditionally furnished 
guest rooms have king-size beds with anti-allergic, orthopedic mat-
tresses, padded headboards, and Persian-style rugs. There are only 
six rooms, so you’re guaranteed personal attention from the eager-to-
please staff. This is yet another hotel that is somewhat distant from 
the city’s main historic attractions, but the Stazione Termini is very 
close and has all the transportion links you could want. Pros: it feels 
like you’re visiting Rome in another era; Jacuzzi bathtubs and Hydro-
jet showers; personalized care from the staff. Cons: not close to the 
main attractions; the orthopedic mattresses may be too fi rm for some; 
breakfast is the standard Continental fare. E Via Modena 5, Repub-
blica, 00184 P 06/47825204 B 06/47881806 w www.residenzacel-
lini.it a 6 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: room 
service, laundry service, concierge, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), 
public Internet, public Wi-Fi, no-smoking rooms. c AE, D, DC, MC, 
V X CP. j2:C3 
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 Richmond. Right at the beginning of Via Cavour, this charming little 
hotel is ideally situated for visits to the Forum, the Colosseum, and all 
the major sites of ancient Rome. Enjoy breakfast at one of the caffès 
downstairs, or head up to the attractive rooftop terrace and take in 
the panoramic views. The decor is highlighted with tasteful, classical 
touches, and the modern rooms feature hand-painted frescoes. The 
staff is helpful and multilingual. Pros: in the heart of ancient Rome 
with impressive views of the Forum; friendly and courteous staff; mod-
ern bathrooms. Cons: rooms are small; expect to see some signs of 
wear; some rooms lack private bathrooms. E Largo Corrado Ricci 
36, Monti, 00184 P 06/69941256 B 06/69941454 w www.hotelrich-
mond.it a 13 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: 
bar, laundry service, public Wi-Fi, parking (fee), some pets allowed, 
no-smoking rooms. c AE, D, DC, MC, V X BP. j2:B6 
 Romae. In the better part of the Termini Station neighborhood, the 
Romae has the advantages of a strategic location—it’s within walk-
ing distance of many sites, and handy to bus and metro lines. The 
pictures of Rome in the small lobby and breakfast room, the luminous 
white walls and light-wood furniture in the rooms, and the bright little 
baths all have a fresh look. Amenities such as satellite TV, in-room 
safe, and hair dryer are unusual for a hotel of this price. There are 
special rates and services for families. Some of the cheapest rooms in 
Rome can be found in the Romae’s adjacent B&B facility—a pretty 
good deal at a €100 room rate. The hotel also has some special agree-
ments with a nearby restaurant and bar, though they are not owned by 
Romae. Pros: well-appointed, spacious rooms with ample wardrobes; 
reasonable rates; located on the nicer side of Termini. Cons: breakfast 
is served at the bar across the street; not much action in the neigh-
borhood at night; the elevator can be temperamental. E Via Palestro 
49, Repubblica, 00185 P 06/4463554 B 06/4463914 w www.hotel-
romae.com a 40 rooms t In-room: no a/c (some), safe, refrigerator, 
hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: public Internet, public Wi-Fi, parking (fee), 
no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:E3 
 Villa delle Rose. Although just two blocks away from the hustle and 
bustle of Termini Stazione, this is a comfortable retreat. The entrance is 
grand, set within a 19th-century palazzo with a rusticated base. Guest 
rooms here are a little old-fashioned, with simple furnishings dressed 
up by table lamps and faux-Persian rugs over the wall-to-wall car-
peting, but the lobby is elegant. Have breakfast or tea in the small 
garden, blooming with bougainvillea, roses, and jasmine. Pros: gor-
geous garden; free parking; some special family-size rooms. Cons: no 
Internet in the rooms; some of the rooms are small (ask for a larger 
one);  the elevator is also small. E Via Vicenza 5, Repubblica, 00185 
P 06/4451795 B 06/4451639 w www.villadellerose.it a 37 rooms 
t In room: safe, refrigerator (some). In-hotel: room service, bar, laun-
dry service, concierge, public Internet, airport shuttle (fee), parking (no 
fee), some pets allowed. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:E3 
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 Yes Hotel. A newcomer to the Rome budget hotel scene, Yes was opened 
in April of 2007 by the same folks who own Hotel Des Artistes. It’s 
centrally located near Stazione Termini, and therefore it’s also close to 
many restaurants and transportation options. One of the nicest things 
about Yes is that, even though it’s a budget hotel, the rooms have a fl air 
for style with a contemporary feel, so you won’t really get the sense that 
you’re staying in a budget place until you get your bill. Yes also offers 
the kind of amenities that are usually found in more expensive hotels, 
including mahogany furniture, decorative art, electronic safes, fl at-
screen TVs, and air-conditioning. Unfortunately, there is no Internet 
access at the hotel, but they do have a special deal with a nearby Inter-
net Point shop that allows guests free access for 15 minutes a day. Pros: 
it doesn’t feel like a budget hotel, but it is; discount if you pay cash; 
great value. Cons: rooms are small; no individual climate control or 
refrigerators in the rooms; no Internet in the hotel. E Via Magenta 15, 
San Lorenzo, 00185 P 06/44363836 B 06/44363829 w www.yesho-
telrome.com a 29 rooms, 1 suite t In-room: safe. In-hotel: parking 
(fee), no-smoking rooms. c MC, V X CP. j2:E3 

 VENETO, BORGHESE & SPAGNA
 Central Rome’s most fashionable neighborhoods are packed with hotels, 
mostly suiting the style and budget of patrons of the local shops—Gucci, 
Prada, Hermès—although there are a few less expensive choices that 
book up far in advance. Absolutely central for shopping, caffè-ing, and 
eating out, it’s the best location for enjoying Rome’s pleasures. 

 If you’re looking for Fellini’s glamorous boulevard, packed with movie 
stars and the paparazzi who stalk them, you’re about 40 years too late. 
But Via Veneto retains a stately elegance, and a wide choice of large 
luxury hotels, that make it the clear choice for many business travelers. 
The American Embassy is here, and it’s convenient to Villa Borghese, 
the Spanish Steps, and Rome’s metro—Barberini station is at the bot-
tom of the uphill-winding (and rather steep) street.

  Aleph. Wondering where the beautiful people are? Look no farther than 
the Aleph, the most unfalteringly fashionable of Rome’s design hotels. 
The just-this-side-of-kitsch theme here is Dante’s Divine Comedy, and 
you can walk the line between heaven and hell through the Angelo bar, 
the red-red-red Sin restaurant, and Paradise spa. The shiny blood-red-
and-black color scheme looks great, but guest rooms are thankfully 
less threatening, in subdued neutral tones with wood furniture, made 
galleryesque by giant black-and-white photos of Rome. As many will 
guess, this hotel was über-designed by Adam Tihany (who also did the 
honors at Rome’s Exedra). His relentless, in-your-face decors throw 
everything into the mix, from Shogun suits to his signature red twigs to 
shirred silk lamps. Fortunately, he likes to poke fun at himself (clothes 
hooks shaped like devil’s horns; tiny TVs set in the bathroom fl oors in 
front of your toilet), and earnestly cool staff notwithstanding, the Aleph 
doesn’t take itself as seriously as might be feared. When old Rome feels, 
well, old—this is something new. Pros: award-winning design; the invi-
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tation to test the temptations of heaven and hell; the sauna, Turkish 
bath and thermal swimming pool at Paradise spa. Cons: rooms are too 
petite for the price; cocktails are expensive; Internet is costly too. E Via 
San Basilio 15,Veneto 00187 P 06/422901 B 06/42290000 w www.
boscolohotels.com a 96 rooms, 6 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, 
hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, 3 bars, gym, spa, 
concierge, laundry service, public Internet, airport shuttle (fee), parking 
(fee), no-smoking rooms. X EP. j 2:C2 
 Alexandra. An unassuming establishment with an old-fashioned feel, 
the Alexandra has been run by the same family for nearly a century. On 
brassy Via Veneto, its modest demeanor is something of an anomaly. 
The reception rooms here look as though they’ve remained untouched 
since King Vittorio Emanuele II’s time, but the bedrooms are airy and 
spotlessly clean. Breakfast is served in a sunny conservatory. All in all, 
it’s a great bargain for the pricey Via Veneto district. Pros: great loca-
tion near Piazza Barberini for sightseeing, restaurants, and transporta-
tion; especially good value for the location; decorated with authentic 
antiques. Cons: mostly tiny rooms and tinier bathrooms; some of the 
rooms don’t get much natural light; breakfast is just the standard fare 
(and no cappuccino). E Via Veneto 18, Veneto 00187 P 06/4881943 
B 06/4871804 a 60 rooms t In-room: refrigerator, dial-up. In-hotel: 
restaurant, room service, laundry service, concierge, public Internet, 
public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. 
c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:C2 
  Barberini. Here you can fi nd about all you could ask for in a Roman 
hotel: charm, taste, and the good fortune to look out onto one of the 
best museums in town, Palazzo Barberini. The marble-fl oor lobby is 
light and welcoming, and upstairs each room is furnished with fi xtures 
designed exclusively for the hotel. The breakfast buffet (not included 
in the price of the room) on the rooftop is in a league of its own: fresh, 
delicious, and copious. The creative management often has special 
deals to offer for dinners, theater tickets, and other events, so make 
sure to ask. Pros: beautiful view from the terrace; located on a quiet 
side street (but not far from attractions); facilities for the disabled. 
Cons: some rooms are on the small side; not all rooms have bathtubs; 
room service is limited. E Via Rasella 3, Veneto, 00187 P 06/4814993 
B 06/4815211 w www.hotelbarberini.com a 35 rooms, 4 suites t In-
room: safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: room service, 2 bars, laundry service, 
concierge, public Internet, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), no-smok-
ing rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j2:B3 
  Condotti. As its name suggests, this small hotel is two blocks from Rome’s 
premier shopping street, Via Condotti (that is, not on it), and one block 
from the Spanish Steps. The emphasis here is on peace and comfort, 
created by surprisingly elegant period furnishings and a relatively quiet 
location. All rooms are soundproof, and many enjoy views of the roof-
tops of Rome. Walnut furniture and gilt-edge mirrors raise the rent, 
with rich fabrics used for the curtains and bedspreads. Each room has 
its own temperature control, a rarity in Rome. Pros: soundproof rooms 
with terraces; individual climate control; friendly and helpful staff. 
Cons: small rooms; Wi-Fi is only available in some of the rooms; you 
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might have to send your bags up in 
the elevator and follow them sepa-
rately—that’s how tiny it is. E Via 
Mario de’ Fiori 37, Spagna, 00187 
P 06/6794661 B 06/6790457 
w www.hotelcondotti.com a 16 
rooms, 2 suites t In-room: safe, 
refrigerator, Wi-Fi (some). In-hotel: 
room service, bar, bicycle, laundry 
service, airport shuttle (fee). c AE, 
DC, MC, V X CP. j1:H2 
  Daphne Veneto. Inspired by Baroque 
artist Gianlorenzo Bernini’s exqui-
site Apollo and Daphne sculp-
ture at the Borghese Gallery, the 
Daphne Inn at Via Veneto is an 
“urban B&B” run by people who love Rome and who will do their 
best to make sure you love it too. This boutique hotel offers an inti-
mate lodging experience, elegantly designed rooms, comfortable beds, 
a cell phone to use during your stay, fresh fruit and pastries with your 
coffee each morning, and a small staff of people who promise to give 
you the opportunity to see Rome “like an insider.” They will help you 
map out your destinations, schedule itineraries, plan day trips, book 
tours, choose restaurants, and organize your transportation. It’s like 
having your own personal travel planner. Pros: if rooms at Daphne 
Veneto are booked, inquire about Daphne Trevi; you get a priceless 
introduction to Rome by lovers of Rome; the beds have Simmons mat-
tresses and fl uffy comforters. Cons: no TVs; Daphne only accepts Visa 
or Mastercard to hold bookings (though you can actually pay with an 
AmEx); there are only seven rooms at the Daphne Veneto (and fi ve at 
Daphne Trevi), and they’re usually booked ahead. E Via di San Basilio 
55, Veneto, 00187 P 06/87450087 B 06/233240967 w www.daphne-
rome.com a 7 rooms, 2 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, no TV, 
hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: bicycles, laundry service, concierge, public 
Internet, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), no-smoking 
rooms. c AE, MC, V X CP. j2:B3 
  Dei Borgognoni. This quietly chic hotel is on a byway in the heart of 
the smart shopping district near Piazza San Silvestro and features a 
small private art collection that is on view throughout the hotel. The 
centuries-old palazzo building has been remodeled to provide spacious 
lounges, a glassed-in garden courtyard, and stylishly furnished rooms 
that are cleverly arranged to create an illusion of space, though they are 
actually petite. Some rooms have balconies or terraces on the interior 
court and the hotel offers free bicycles for guests to putter around the 
city. Pros: reasonably priced but still very central; some rooms have pri-
vate balconies or terraces; free bikes. Cons: some of the rooms are sur-
prisingly small for their price; the breakfast lacks variety; some say the 
staff is stuffy. E Via del Bufalo 126, Spagna, 00187 P 06/69941505 
B 06/69941501 w www.hotelborgognoni.it a 51 rooms t In-room: 
safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, 
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 “We stayed at the [Daphne 
Veneto] for three nights. We 
highly recommend the Inn. The 
location is OK, but that is the only 
somewhat complaint. We easily 
walked to the Trevi Fountain and 
the Pantheon in under 15 minutes. 
The room included a free cell 
phone for the duration of our stay 
(you pay for calls). A nice touch!”

 —Tim_and_Liz
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bar, bicycles, concierge, public Wi-Fi, laundry service, airport shuttle 
(fee), parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, D, DC, MC, V X BP. 
j1:H3 
  D’Inghilterra. Lizst, Mendelssohn, Hans Christian Andersen, Mark 
Twain, Hemingway, and now you? Ever since it opened its doors in 
1845, the D’Inghilterra has welcomed Rome’s most discerning tour-
ists—indeed, it was named to honor all those Brits who once colonized 
the Spanish Steps district back in the Grand Tour era. Today the hotel’s 
19th-century elegance has been transposed to the 21st. Set on a potted-
palm cobblestone stretch of posh Via Bocca di Leone, this “albergo” 
is like an old sepia-toned photograph come to life. With a marvelous 
residential feel and a staff that is as warm as the surroundings are vel-
vety, this hotel has lots going for it. The lobby is a jewel—tiny, unas-
suming, like a sentry box against the hustle and bustle outside the front 
door. In fact, you’re in the heart of the shopping district here, so traffi c 
noises can intrude even the double-pane windows (the best rooms here 
overlook a quiet, plant-covered terrace). Upstairs, some guest rooms 
are so full of carpets, gilt-framed mirrors, and cozy bergères, you may 
not care about the snug dimensions. No matter: guests like to repair 
to the public salons on the fi rst fl oor, including the Bar, which is James 
Bond–suave. Pros: distinct character and opulence; turndown service 
(with chocolates!); a genuinely friendly and attentive staff. Cons: the 
elevator is both small and slow; bathrooms are surprisingly petite; the 
location—despite soundproofi ng—is still noisy. E Via Bocca di Leone 
14, Spagna, 00187 P 06/699811 B 06/69922243 w www.hotelding-
hilterraroma.it a 97 rooms, 11 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-
speed Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, laundry service, 
concierge, public Internet, parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, 
DC, MC, V X EP. j1:H3 
  Duke Hotel. This luxurious establishment is in the heart of the chic 
Parioli district, bordering the Borghese neighborhood. The Villa Glori 
and Villa Borghese parks fl ank it, creating the feel of a country club 
in the midst of the city. Beautiful furniture and the building’s original 
features have been skillfully thrown into relief by plain, off-white walls 
and light-fi lled rooms. There’s a free shuttle bus to the city center. Pros: 
elegant accommodations; kind and attentive staff; quiet and relaxing 
location. Cons: a long way from the city’s attractions (but there is a 
hotel shuttle and a metro station nearby); the residential neighbor-
hood isn’t particularly interesting; not enough shuttle bus service dur-
ing peak periods. E Via Archimede 69, Borghese, 00197 P 06/367221 
B 06/36004104 w www.thedukehotel.com a 64 rooms, 14 suites 
t In-room: safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: restaurant, bar, con-
cierge, laundry service, parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, D, 
DC, MC, V X CP. j2:A1 
 Eden. Once the preferred haunt of Hemingway, Ingrid Bergman, and 
Fellini, this superlative hotel combines dashing elegance and stun-
ning vistas of Rome with the warmth of Italian hospitality. Set atop 
an oh-my-weary-feet hill near the Villa Borghese (and a bit out of the 
historic center for serious sightseers), this hotel was opened in the 
late 19th century and quickly became famous for its balcony views 
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and Roman splendor. After a multimillion dollar restoration in the 
1990s by Lord Forte, you’ll now dive deep here into the whooooo-
ossh of luxury, with antiques, sumptuous Italian fabrics, linen sheets, 
and marble baths competing for your attention. Even the most basic 
room here is elegantly designed (which is as it should be if your basic 
double room goes for some 700 euros). Banquette window seats, rich 
mahogany furniture, soaring ceilings, Napoléon-Trois sofas are just 
some of the allurements here. Pros: gorgeous panoramic view from 
roof terrace; you could be rubbing elbows with the stars; 24-hour room 
service. Cons: expensive (unless money is no object for you); no Wi-
Fi in the rooms; some say the staff can be hit-or-miss. E Via Ludovisi 
49, Veneto, 00187 P 06/478121 B 06/4821584 w www.lemeridien.
com/eden a 121 rooms, 13 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, DVD 
(some), high-speed Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, 2 bars, 
gym, concierge, laundry service, public Internet, Wi-Fi, airport shuttle 
(fee), parking (fee), no-smoking rooms, some pets allowed. c AE, DC, 
MC, V X EP. j2:B2 
 Empire Palace Hotel. The word palace here is no exaggeration—this hotel 
was once the stately residence of a noble Venetian family. The spacious 
marble-fl oor lobby and sitting areas are decorated with works by con-
temporary artists, and the guest rooms are luxurious, with antique 
furniture, thoughtful accessories, and fi ne paintings on the walls. The 
hotel’s popular restaurant, Aureliano, is a reason in itself to stay—after 
a trip through the renowned wine list, you may not feel like walking far 
from this somewhat out-of-the-way location. Pros: the rooms are fi t for 
royalty; there is a courtyard bar with piano music; the restaurant cui-
sine is delicious. Cons: the royal rooms are on the small side; gym only 
has very basic equipment; an extra bed for a child six years or older is 
€55 (though children under fi ve are free). E Via Aureliana 39, Veneto, 
00187 P 06/421281 B 06/42128400 w www.empirepalacehotel.com 
a 113 rooms, 6 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet, 
Wi-Fi. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, gym, laundry service, 
concierge, public Internet, public Wi-Fi, parking (fee), no-smoking 
rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j2:D2 
 Grand Hotel Parco dei Principi. The 1960s-era facade of this large, seven-
story hotel contrasts with the turn-of-the-20th-century Italian court 
decor, and the extensive botanical garden, right on the border of the 
exclusive Parioli district and the Villa Borghese park, adds an out-
doorsy touch. The result is a combination of traditional elegance and 
contemporary pleasure: picture windows in every room with views over 
an ocean of green, surmounted by St. Peter’s dome; a wonderful free-
form swimming pool; a piano bar with stained glass and carved walnut 
appointments; and chamber music in the garden. Pros: quiet location 
on the Borghese Gardens; nice pool; outstanding service. Cons: beyond 
the city center; extras are expensive; a bit of a walk to caffès and res-
taurants. E Via G. Frescobaldi 5, Borghese, 00198 P 06/854421 
B 06/8845014 w www.parcodeiprincipi.com a 160 rooms, 20 suites 
t In-room: hi-speed Internet, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: 3 restaurants, room ser-
vice, bar, pool, gym, laundry service, concierge, public Internet, Wi-Fi, 
airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee). c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j2:C1 
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  Hassler. Here, in villas atop the Pincian Hill, Poussin, Piranesi, Ingres, 
and Berlioz once enjoyed having all of Rome at their feet. Today, movie 
stars and millionaires do the same by staying at this hotel, which sits 
just to the right of the church atop the Spanish Steps. The outside may 
be fairly boring—the Swiss Wirth family rebuilt the hotel exterior in 
1939—but the guest rooms are certainly among the world’s most beau-
tiful and opulent. If you’re not willing to pay V.I.P prices, of course, 
you get more standard-issue rooms at the rear of the hotel (and the low-
est priced of these are overpriced for what you get elsewhere), but many 
are soigné and some come with views of the Villa Medici park. Better, 
the hotel has become a Disneyland of elegant bars, restaurants, and 
retreats. The Rooftop Restaurant (which guests use for the breakfast 
buffet) is world-famous for its view (ask for the plan that points out the 
monuments along the skyline) if not for its food; the Hassler Bar was 
where Princess Diana savored one of the hotel’s “Veruschkas” (pome-
granate juice, vodka, and champagne); and the Palm Court Garden, 
which becomes the hotel bar in summer, is overfl owing with fl owers. 
Pros: charming old-world feel; prime location and panoramic views at 
the top of the Spanish Steps; just “steps” away from some of the best 
shopping in the world. Cons: V.I.P. prices; many think the staff are too 
standoffi sh; some say the cuisine at the rooftop restaurant isn’t worth 
the gourmet price tag. E Piazza Trinità dei Monti 6, Spagna, 00187 
P 06/699340 B 06/6789991 w www.lhw.com a 85 rooms, 13 suites 
t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, 
room service, bar, gym, spa, concierge, laundry service, public Wi-Fi, 
parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X EP. j1:H2 
  Hotel Art. The Art does its best to bring Rome into the 21st century, 
with a dedication to contemporary (you guessed it) art and design that 
is unusual in the Eternal City. Just the place for an Italian Vogue fash-
ion shoot, the public areas are spacious and spectacular, with smooth 
concrete and high white arches contrasting starkly with glossy neo-
’60s furnishings. You’ll think you’ve wandered into a SoHo art gal-
lery in the lobby, which then opens up to the glossy white reception 
area. The jewel is the Crystal Bar, set in an old chapel, with gilded 
panels in Raphaelesque style and topped off with a glittering chande-
lier. Guest rooms—color-coordinated, inexplicably, with hallways—are 
a more standard upper-middle contemporary style, with sleek wood 
headboards, puffy white comforters, and hi-speed Internet connection. 
Pros: feels like you’ve checked into an ultra-hip art gallery; helpful and 
pleasant staff; comfortable beds. Cons: the glass fl oors are noisy at 
night; the courtyard bar crowd may keep you awake; the a/c is some-
times temperamental. E Via Margutta 56, Spagna 00187 P 06/328711 
B 06/36003995 w www.hotelart.it a 44 rooms, 2 suites t In-room: 
safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, 
bar, gym, spa, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), no-smoking rooms. 
c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j1:H2 
  Hotel de Russie. A favorite for highlifers, de Russie is set in a 19th-
century historic hotel, which once counted Russian princes among 
its guests. Later Picasso and Cocteau leaned out the windows to pick 
oranges from the trees on its courtyard terrace, a garden spectacular 
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that climbs the Pincian Hill and remains one of the most gorgeous spots 
in Rome. Out front, Piazza del Popolo is just a few steps away. Restored 
to full-luxe status in 2002 by famed hotelier Sir Rocco Forte, it is now 
a sleek posherie done up in chic Italian contemporary style. The furni-
ture is Donghia-style, the colors are gray and grayer, and you’ve seen 
it all before. Well, the bathrooms do have Roman mosaic motifs. But 
the best thing here is that many rooms overlook that amazing garden 
courtyard (but not all—beware of those that overlook side streets), 
which everyone can enjoy with an outdoor table in the hotel’s swank Le 
Jardin de Russie restaurant (which has plenty of tables indoors). High 
rollers will opt for the suites with panoramic terraces and a long spell in 
the hotel’s spa facility, which glows with a bluer-than-blue pool. Pros: 
big potential for celebrity sightings; extensive gardens (including a but-
terfl y reserve); fi rst-rate luxury spa. Cons: Hotel de Russie is a bit worn 
around the edges; decor is a little generic; breakfast is nothing special. 
E Via del Babuino 9, Spagna, 00187 P 06/328881 B 06/32888888 
w www.rfhotels.com a 130 rooms, 27 suites t In-room: safe, refrig-
erator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, pool, 
gym, spa, children’s programs (ages toddler–12), public Wi-Fi, airport 
shuttle (fee), parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V 
X BP. j1:G1 
  Hotel Homs. At this midsize hotel, on a quiet street in the heart of the 
historic center, two rooftop terraces provide fi ne views of the whole 
area; the larger terrace is suitable for breakfast year-round. Although 
room furnishings are a bit plain overall, beautiful antiques accent stra-
tegic spots for an air that’s a cut above average. Rome’s most complete 
English-language bookshop, the Anglo-American, is directly across 
the street. Pros: walking distance to Piazza di Spagna; recently ren-
ovated; helpful staff. Cons: no breakfast included in the room rate; 
small rooms; fee for the Wi-Fi. E Via della Vite 71–72, Spagna, 00187 
P 06/6792976 B 06/6780482 a 53 rooms, 5 suites, 1 apartment 
t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: room service, 
bar, laundry service, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), 
some pets allowed, no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X EP. 
j1:H3 
  Hotel Suisse. Long known (and beloved) as the Pensione Suisse, this old 
standby of the budgeteer set, recently got a makeover into hotel sta-
tus (all rooms now enjoy their own bath). The biggest plus about this 
place is its address: Via Gregoriana, the picturesque and fabled street 
that debouches into the top of the Spanish Steps (the painter Ingres 
and the author Hans Christian Andersen used to live a few doors up 
the block). Set in a somewhat unprepossessing apartment building, the 
hotel itself is sweet and serviceable, with rooms on an array of fl oors. If 
possible, opt for the ones facing the back—blissfully quiet even though 
you’re in the thick of things. Pros: good value for reasonable price; the 
rooms are obviously cared for; great location. Cons: breakfast is taken 
in your room; you will need to be buzzed in during certain hours; there 
are a few stairs to climb before you reach the elevator. E Via Gregori-
ana 54, Veneto, 00187 P 06/6783649 B 06/6781258 w www.hotel-
suisserome.com a 12 rooms t In-room: no a/c (some), refrigerator 
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(some). In-hotel: room service, bar, laundry service, public Internet, 
airport shuttle (fee), no-smoking rooms. c MC, V X CP. j1:H3 
 Imperiale. Inside a handsome stone palazzo on Via Veneto, polished 
parquet fl oors, airy fabrics, and light-color walls set a gracious tone. 
The guest rooms are decorated in a classical style that’s in keeping 
with the building itself and they are outfi tted with either showers 
or Jacuzzis. The spacious dining room serves fi rst-class cuisine, and 
there’s a covered gazebo restaurant on Via Veneto. As part of a reno-
vation planned for 2008, the Hotel Imperiale is creating a gym and 
spa to accommodate health-and-wellness-minded guests. Pros: fi rst-
rate restaurant; comfortable and quiet rooms; good location. Cons: 
quality and quantity of breakfast is lacking; attitude of the staff could 
use some improvement; extras are expensive. E  Veneto 24, 00187 
P 06/4826351 B 06/4742583 w www.hotelimperialeroma.it a 96 
rooms, 2 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, dial-up. In-hotel: 2 res-
taurants, room service, bar, laundry service, concierge, airport shuttle 
(fee), parking (fee), no-smoking rooms, some pets allowed. c AE, DC, 
MC, V X CP. j2:B2 
  Inn at the Spanish Steps. Small and exclusive, this luxury place fi ts right 
into the neighborhood, and you’ll fi t right in with your bags from Gucci 
and Prada (both just down the street). Set on Rome’s glamorous Via 
Condotti, it’s ideally located for shop-till-you-droppers, but it’s not all 
consumer glitz—the hotel occupies the upper fl oors of a centuries-old 
town house it shares with Casanova’s old haunt, Antico Caffè Greco. 
The rooms are Architectural Digest–worthy, if on the slender side in 
dimension. All junior suites are handsomely decorated with damask 
fabrics, antiques, and a great sense of style. The simpler rooms glow 
with ochre walls and framed paintings, while the grander ones are jewel 
boxes complete with frescoed ceilings and elegantly striped walls. Pros: 
some of the world’s best shopping at your doorstep; rooms with superb 
views of the Spanish Steps; afternoon snacks and outstanding break-
fast buffets. Cons: interior rooms are claustrophobic; the crowd on the 
Spanish Steps is often noisy; not all rooms are graced with the stun-
ning Steps view. E Via Condotti 85, Spagna, 00187 P 06/69925657 
B 06/6786470 w www.atspanishsteps.com a 22 suites t In-room: 
safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: room service, bar, laun-
dry service, concierge, public Internet, airport shuttle (fee), no-smoking 
rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j1:H2 
  Julia. Tucked away behind Piazza Barberini down a sinuous cobbled 
lane, this small establishment welcomes you with a reception area 
that is surprisingly modern and straightforward. The guest rooms are 
more traditional, and though they’re short on character, they’re mar-
velously spacious and clean. Guests also have access to free, wireless, 
high-speed Internet. Pros: safe neighborhood; convenient to sights and 
transportation; quiet (since it’s just off Piazza Barberini on a small side 
street); free Internet access. Cons: no frills; very basic accommoda-
tions; some of the rooms are dark. E Via Rasella 29, Veneto, 00187 
P 06/4881637 B 06/4817044 w www.hoteljulia.it a 33 rooms, 30 
with bath, 2 suites, 3 apartments t In-room: safe, hi-speed Internet. 
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In-hotel: bar, laundry service, public Internet, public Wi-Fi, no-smok-
ing rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:B3 
 La Residenza. Mainly Americans frequent this cozy hotel in a converted 
town house near Via Veneto. Rooms are basic, comfortable, and taste-
ful (although single rooms are windowless), but the real charm of the 
hotel is found in its bar, terrace, and lounges, which are adorned with 
stylish wallpaper and love seats that invite you to make yourself at 
home. Rates include a generous American-style buffet breakfast and 
an in-house movie every night. Pros: big American breakfast; spacious; 
quiet rooms with balconies; friendly staff; cocktail parties. Cons: the 
building’s exterior doesn’t compare to its interior; located on a street 
with some “gentleman’s” clubs; if you’re in Rome for the Vatican, it’s a 
long walk (or a metro ride) from here. E Via Emilia 22, Veneto, 00187 
P 06/4880789 B 06/485721 w www.thegiannettihotelsgroup.com 
a 29 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: 
room service, bar, laundry service, concierge, airport shuttle (fee), park-
ing (fee), some pets allowed. c AE, MC, V X BP. j2:B2 
  Locarno. The sort of place that inspired a movie (Bernard Weber’s 1978 
Hotel Locarno, to be exact), this has been a longtime choice for art 
afi cionados and people in the cinema. But everyone will appreciate this 
hotel’s fi n de siècle charm, intimate feel, and central location off Piazza 
del Popolo. Exquisite wallpaper and fabric prints are coordinated in 
the rooms, and some rooms are decorated with antiques—the grandest 
room looks like an art director’s take on a Medici bedroom. Everything 
is lovingly supervised by the owners, a mother-daughter duo. The buf-
fet breakfast is ample, there’s bar service on the panoramic roof garden, 
and complimentary bicycles are available if you feel like braving the 
traffi c. A newly renovated annex is done in Art Deco style. Pros: luxuri-
ous feel (it may even seem like you’re in a movie); spacious rooms (even 
by American standards);  free bicycles for exploring Rome. Cons: some 
of the rooms are dark; the annex doesn’t compare to the main hotel; 
the regular staff probably won’t go out of their way to help you. E Via 
della Penna 22, Spagna, 00186 P 06/3610841 B 06/3215249 w www.
hotellocarno.com a 64 rooms, 2 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, 
Wi-Fi. In-hotel: restaurant, bar, bicycles, laundry service, public Inter-
net, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, 
MC, V X BP. j1:G1 
  Majestic. Mirroring the famous curve of Via Veneto, this was built as 
Rome’s fi rst luxury hotel in 1889, and it’s still preening with luxurious 
furnishings, spacious, light-fi lled rooms, up-to-date accessories, and 
white marble bathrooms. There are authentic antiques in the public 
rooms, and the excellent restaurant looks like a Victorian conservatory. 
If that’s not enough dolce vita for you (a scene from the famed Fellini 
fi lm was set outside the hotel), some suites have whirlpool baths. The 
Ninfa grill-caffè on street level is a good spot to watch the Italian rich 
and famous watch each other. Pros: old-world elegance; silk and linen 
bedding on queen- or king-size beds; decadent everything. Cons: you’ll 
need to pack a lot of euros; breakfast is especially expensive; not all of 
the rooms are spacious. E Via Veneto 50, Veneto 00187 P 06/421441 
B 06/4880984 w www.hotelmajestic.com a 85 rooms, 13 suites t In-
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room: safe, refrigerator, dial-up. In-hotel: 2 restaurants, bar, concierge, 
laundry service, parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V 
X EP. j2:B2 
  Marriott Grand Hotel Flora. This handsome hotel at the top of Via Veneto 
next to the Villa Borghese park is something of a beacon on the Rome 
landscape. The Grand Hotel Flora’s standard of excellence is among 
the highest in the city. No expense has been spared in decorating the 
rooms and suites. Each one is unique, and carefully chosen antiques 
grace them all; the bathrooms are the last word in ablution chic. There’s 
a lovely roof-garden restaurant on the seventh fl oor and a large con-
ference hall. Pros: convenient location and pleasant staff; spectacu-
lar view of the Borghese Gardens and the Roman skyline from the 
breakfast terrace; free Internet. Cons: rooms are small; breakfast goes 
fast; sometimes the noise from Via Veneto drifts in. E Via Veneto 191, 
Veneto 00187 P 06/489929 B 06/4820359 w www.mariotthotels.
com a 156 rooms, 24 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed 
Internet. In-hotel: 2 restaurants, bar, gym, laundry service, concierge, 
public Internet, parking (no fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, 
V X CP. j2:B1 
 Panda. One of the best deals in Rome, the Panda is particularly remark-
able given that the neighborhood is Via della Croce, one of Piazza di 
Spagna’s chic shopping streets. Guest rooms are outfi tted in terra-cotta 
and wrought iron; they’re smallish, but quiet, thanks to double-glaze 
windows, and spotlessly clean. Pay even less by sharing a bath—in low 
season, you may have it to yourself anyway. Pros: discount if you pay 
cash; free Wi-Fi; located on a quiet street, but still close to the Spanish 
Steps. Cons: some say the Wi-Fi signal is weak; not all rooms have pri-
vate bathrooms; Panda doesn’t have an elevator; no TVs in the rooms. 
E Via della Croce 35, Spagna, 00187 P 06/6780179 B 06/69942151 
w www.hotelpanda.it a 20 rooms, 14 with bath t In-room: no a/c 
(some), no TV, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: no elevator, laundry service, public Wi-
Fi, airport shuttle (fee). c MC, V X CP. j1:H2 
 Regina Baglioni. A former playground of kings and poets, the Regina 
Baglioni is sumptuously decorated in neoclassical style and enjoys a 
commanding location on Via Veneto, convenient to the street’s dolce 
vita caffès and the Villa Borghese. The lobby is royal in its elegance, 
replete with chandeliers, grand staircases, red carpets, and gigantic stat-
ues. The guest rooms continue the palatial theme in their appointments, 
with Oriental carpets, luxury brocades, wall silks, and period antiques. 
Le Grazie restaurant is notable for its fi ne cuisine and equally fi ne table 
settings. The seventh-fl oor suites enjoy superb views of the Eternal City. 
Pros: over-the-top décor; refurbished rooms; new Brunello Lounge and 
Restaurant. Cons: not all the rooms have been refurbished; staff is hit-
or-miss; the Internet connection doesn’t always work. E Via Veneto 
72, Veneto 00187 P 06/421111 B 06/42012130 w www.baglioniho-
tels.com a 123 rooms, 7 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed 
Internet (some), Wi-Fi (some). In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, 
laundry service, concierge, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), no-smok-
ing rooms, some pets allowed. c AE, DC, MC, V X EP. j2:B2 
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  San Carlo. Marble accents are everywhere at this renovated 17th-century 
mansion, and there’s an overall effect that’s refi ned and decidedly clas-
sical. Rooms are bright and comfortable; some have their own terraces 
with rooftop views. A top-fl oor terrace is ideal for having breakfast or 
taking in the sun throughout the day. The rooms also feature fl at-screen 
TVs and free Wi-Fi Internet access. Pros: rooms with terraces and views 
of historic Rome; rooftop garden; attentive staff. Cons: there are a lot of 
stairs and no elevator; breakfast is basic Italian fare (great coffee but oth-
erwise just cornetti, cereal, and yogurt); the rooms can be noisy. E Via 
delle Carrozze 92–93, Spagna, 00187 P 06/6784548 B 06/69941197 
w www.hotelsancarloroma.com a 50 rooms, 2 suites t In-room: 
refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: bar, no elevator, laundry service, public Wi-
Fi, no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j1:H2 
  Scalinata di Spagna. An old-fashioned pensione that has hosted genera-
tions of romantics, this tiny hotel is booked solid for months—even 
years—ahead. Its location at the very top of the Spanish Steps, incon-
spicuous little entrance, and quiet, sunny charm add up to the feeling 
of your own pied-à-terre in the city’s most glamorous neighborhood. 
Guest rooms have been renovated in a thoroughly chic manner, with 
high-style fl oral fabrics and Empire-style sofas. Of course, the rooms 
most in demand are those overlooking the Spanish Steps, but even if 
you don’t land one of those few, you can repair to the hotel’s exquisite 
roof garden, where you can have breakfast with Rome unfolding before 
you. Amenities, such as in-room Internet access and breakfast service 
until noon are a nice touch. Pros: friendly and helpful concierge; fresh 
fruit in the rooms; free Wi-Fi throughout the Scalinata. Cons: it’s a hike 
up the hill to the hotel; no porter and no elevator; service can be hit-
or-miss. E Piazza Trinità dei Monti 17, Spagna, 00187 P 06/6793006 
B 06/69940598 w www.hotelscalinata.com a 16 rooms t In-room: 
safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: room service, no elevator, laundry 
service, concierge, public Internet, public Wi-Fi, parking (fee), no-
smoking rooms. c AE, D, MC, V X BP. j2:A2 
  Sofi tel. Luxury seekers and business travelers alike are drawn to the 
Sofi tel. Set in a refurbished 1902 Victorian palace, the hotel exudes 
old-world elegance, albeit with a modern design sensibility. Located 
on a quiet street between the hot spots of Via Veneto and the Span-
ish Steps, Sofi tel Roma offers its own bar and restaurant, the Antico 
Boston, which serves both international and Italian cuisine. Rooms 
are decorated in rich tones and whimsical patterns of stripes and fl oral 
prints. You’ll return each evening to fi nd fresh linen sheets and turn-
down service with the classic chocolate-on-your-pillow touch. Pros: 
luxury lodging, off the main drag (but not too far from it); fi rst-rate 
concierge and porter. Cons: luxury chain hotel with business clientele 
that could make it a bit stuffy at times; some say the a/c could be stron-
ger; the showers are a bit leaky. E Via Lombardia 47, Veneto, 00187 
P 06/478021 B 06/4821019 w www.sofi tel.com/sofi tel/fi chehotel/gb/
sof/1312/fi che_hotel.shtml a 113 rooms, 4 suites t In-room: safe, 
refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, 
laundry service, concierge, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), parking 
(fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, MC, V, DC X BP. j2:B2 
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  Victoria. Oriental rugs, oil paintings, and fresh fl owers are scattered 
throughout the lobbies and guest rooms. This is a hotel that is heavy 
on traditional-style wallpapers and well furnished with armchairs 
and other amenities. American businesspeople who prize the hotel’s 
personalized service, restful atmosphere, and elegantly designed res-
taurant and bar, are frequent guests. Some upper rooms and the roof 
terrace overlook the majestic pines of the Villa Borghese. Pros: view 
of the Borghese Gardens; quiet and comfortable; rooftop bar and res-
taurant. Cons: it’s a long walk to most sights; service is inconsistent; 
rooms are small. E Via Campania 41, Veneto, 00187 P 06/473931 
B 06/4871890 w www.hotelvictoriaroma.com a 110 rooms t In-
room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, room 
service, bar, laundry service, public Internet, no smoking rooms. c AE, 
DC, MC, V X EP. j2:C1 
 Valadier. Oh, if these walls could talk. Once a convent, later a house 
of ill repute, this palazzo has seen it all. Not a trace remains of either 
incarnation, and today it’s a hotel known for comfortable rooms with 
marble and travertine bathrooms and a fi ne location that’s just off 
Piazza del Popolo and a few minutes’ walk from the Spanish Steps. 
As for decor, it’s traditional hotel luxe, with a lot of polished surfaces, 
mirrors, and shiny lights, so don’t expect any time-burnished patina. 
However, the view from the rooftop terrace restaurant, complete with 
a panorama of domes and cupolas, is enchanting. Pros: excellent 
American-style breakfast buffet; piano bar; good water pressure and 
cool a/c. Cons: cocktails are a pretty penny (or, rather, a pretty cen-
tesimo); rooms are smaller than you’d expect for a luxury hotel; some 
rooms don’t have closets. E Via della Fontanella 15, Spagna, 00187 
P 06/3611998 B 06/3201558 w www.hotelvaladier.com a 60 rooms 
t In-room: safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: 3 restaurants, room ser-
vice, 2 bars, bicycles, laundry service, concierge, public Internet, public 
Wi-Fi, no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j1:G1 
  Westin Excelsior. Ablaze with lights at night, this seven-layer-cake hotel 
is topped off by its famous corner cupola, a landmark nearly as famous 
as the American Embassy palazzo sitting next door. Once a herding 
pen for princes and maharajahs, the Excelsior today is the hotel of 
choice for visiting diplomats, celebrities, and, well, American business 
conferences. Every corner is lavished with mirrors, moldings, Oriental 
rugs, crystal chandeliers, and huge, baroque fl oral arrangements. Guest 
rooms have elegant drapery, marble baths, top-quality linens, and big, 
fi rm beds. While traditional, refi ned, and luxurious, the cheaper rooms 
here don’t really offer a lot of bang for the buck, so spring for the bet-
ter ones, or settle elsewhere. The hotel has an array of restaurants and 
bars, none more famous than Doney’s—once the epicenter of Felli-
ni’s paparazzi. Recently renovated, Doney’s now features a patisserie, 
American bar, and fi ne dining in one of Rome’s chicest restaurants. 
Pros: elegant period furnishings and decor; potential for star-sightings; 
health club and indoor pool. Cons: not all rooms are created equal; 
some say the Excelsior’s age is starting to show; extras are extra-expen-
sive. E Via Veneto 125, Veneto 00187 P 06/47081 B 06/4826205 
w www.westin.com a 319 rooms, 32 suites t In-room: safe, refrig-
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erator, kitchen (some), hi-speed 
Internet, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: restau-
rant, 2 bars, pool, gym, spa, chil-
dren’s programs (ages toddler–12), 
concierge, laundry service, pub-
lic Internet, public Wi-Fi, airport 
shuttle (fee), parking (fee), some 
pets allowed, no-smoking rooms. 
c AE, DC, MC, V X EP. j2:B2 

 VATICAN, BORGO & PRATI
 Although you won’t be able to stay in Vatican City itself, the neigh-
borhoods to the east of the city-state host a wide range of hotels, from 
pilgrim-simple to cardinal-luxe. The Borgo, directly outside the Vatican 
walls, has medieval charm, but can be overrun by tourists. A ten-min-
ute walk to the north lie the residential streets of Prati and many of the 
hotels listed below. 

  Alimandi. On a side street a block from the Vatican Museums, this fam-
ily-operated hotel offers excellent value in a neighborhood with moder-
ately priced shops and restaurants. A spiffy lobby, spacious lounges, a 
tavern, terraces, and roof gardens are some of the perks, as is an exer-
cise room equipped with step machines and a treadmill. Rooms are spa-
cious and well-furnished; many can accommodate extra beds. Needless 
to say, the location here is quite far away from Rome’s historic center. 
Pros: nice family-owned hotel with a friendly staff, a terrace, a tavern, 
and a gym. Cons: breakfast is a good spread but it goes quickly; rooms 
are small; not close to much of interest other than the Vatican. E Via 
Tunisi 8, Vatican, 00192 P 06/39723948 B 06/39723943 w www.
alimandi.it a 35 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator (some), Wi-Fi. 
In-hotel: bar, gym, public Internet, airport shuttle (fee), parking (no 
fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j1:B2 
  Amalia. Convenient to St. Peter’s, the Vatican, and Prati’s Cola di 
Rienzo shopping district, this small hotel appears crisp and smart with 
striped bedspreads and freshly painted walls. On several fl oors of a 
19th-century building, its rooms are spacious for Rome, and marble 
bathrooms gleam (hair dryers included). The Ottaviano stop of Metro 
line A is a block away. Pros: good location for visiting the Vatican 
and for shopping; 24-hour turnaround on laundry services; large beds. 
Cons: breakfast is more sweet than savory; sometimes hot water in 
bathrooms runs out quickly; no restaurant in the hotel. E Via Ger-
manico 66, Prati, 00192 P 06/39723356 B 06/39723365 w www.
hotelamalia.com a 31 rooms, 26 with bath, 1 suite t In-room: no 
a/c (some), safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: bar, laundry 
service, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, 
DC, MC, V X CP. j1:C2 
  Atlante Star. The lush rooftop-terrace garden caffè and the Les Etoiles 
(the Stars) restaurant of this comfortable hotel near St. Peter’s have a 
knockout view of the basilica and the rest of Rome. In a distinguished 
19th-century building, the guest rooms are attractively decorated with 
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 “We really loved the Alimandi. It 
isn’t exactly central. However, it’s 
not far from a metro stop that will 
easily get you to central Rome. 
The folks at the Alimandi are very 
friendly...and the rooftop breakfast 
is excellent.”  —Midnightsun
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striped silks and prints for an old-world atmosphere; many bathrooms 
have hot tubs. The friendly family management is attentive to guests’ 
needs and they take pride in offering extra-virgin olive oil from their 
own trees in the country. A sister hotel, the Atlante Garden, just around 
the corner, has larger rooms at slightly lower rates. If requested, the 
Atlante Star will pick you up at Fiumicino airport for free. Pros: close 
to St. Peter’s; impressive view from the restaurant and some of the 
rooms; free pick-up from FCO. Cons: some rooms are nicer than others 
(and some aren’t as pretty as the ones on the Web site); the area can be 
overrun with tourists; it’s not close to Rome’s other attractions. E Via 
Vitelleschi 34, Borgo, 00193 P 06/6873233 B 06/6872300 w www.
atlantehotels.com a 65 rooms, 10 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, 
hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, laundry ser-
vice, concierge, public Internet, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (no fee), 
parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j1:D3 
 Farnese. Polished walnut antiques, linen sheets, and the occasional 
painted ceiling—it’s all in the details here. An early-20th-century man-
sion, the Farnese is carefully authentic, preserving a polished Belle 
Epoque elegance that sits well with its well-traveled clientele. Add to 
this a comfortable sitting room you’ll actually want to use and a roof 
garden with a view. It’s also near the Metro and within walking dis-
tance of St. Peter’s. Pros: comfy linen sheets; free Internet; quick walk 
to the Vatican. Cons: small rooms; small shower stalls; small and slow 
elevator. E Via Alessandro Farnese 30, Prati, 00192 P 06/3212553 
B 06/3215129 a 23 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-
hotel: room service, bar, laundry service, concierge, public Internet, 
public WiFi, parking (no fee), no smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V 
X BP. j1:E1 
  Gerber. On a quiet side street eight blocks from the Vatican and across 
the river from Piazza del Popolo, this intimate, unpretentious hotel 
offers genuinely friendly service. The facilities are immaculately main-
tained throughout, and feature a garden and sun terrace for breakfast 
or a relaxed moment. The simple rooms have pleasant, neutral-tone, 
modern furnishings. Pros: good value for your money; great service; 
comfortable beds and big bathrooms. Cons: elevator is tiny; some of 
the rooms are quite small; you’ll probably need to take a taxi, bus, 
or metro to the other sights around town. E Via degli Scipioni 241, 
Prati, 00192 P 06/3221001 B 06/3217048 w www.hotelgerber.it 
a 23 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: bar, public 
Wi-Fi, laundry service, parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, 
MC, V X CP. j1:E1 
  Giulio Cesare. An aristocratic town house in the residential Prati district, 
the Giulio Cesare is a 10-minute walk across the Tiber from Piazza 
del Popolo—while close to the Vatican, it’s rather far from the centro 
storico and this probably means taxis to get back here late at night. 
It’s effi ciently run, with a friendly staff and a quietly luxurious air. The 
rooms are elegantly furnished, with chandeliers, thick rugs, fl oor-length 
drapes, and rich damasks in soft colors. Common areas have Orien-
tal carpets, old prints and paintings, marble fi replaces, and a grand 
piano. The buffet breakfast is a veritable banquet. Pros: peaceful and 
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just off the tourist track; short walk to Vatican and Piazza del Popolo; 
bountiful breakfast. Cons: you’ll need to use public transportation to 
get to many of Rome’s other sights; the neighborhood may be a little 
too quiet for you; beds and pillows are hard. E Via degli Scipioni 287, 
Prati, 00192 P 06/3210751 B 06/3215129 w www.hotelgiuliocesare.
com a 90 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, dial-up. In-hotel: res-
taurant, room service, bar, concierge, no smoking rooms. c AE, DC, 
MC, V X BP. j1:F1 
 Hotel Dei Mellini. On the west bank of the Tiber between the Spanish 
Steps and St. Peter’s Basilica (a three-minute stroll from Piazza del 
Popolo), this place has class to match its setting. The luxurious recep-
tion rooms are a welcome haven for weary sightseers, as antique prints 
and fresh fl owers give warmth to the light-fi lled rooms. Guest rooms 
are sleek and sumptuous; grand drapes, wood-grain headboards, mar-
ble-top sinks, elegant chairs, and framed photos all make for a luxu-
rious stay. Marble bathrooms complete the pampered feel. There is 
also a bar, cafeteria, roof garden, and solarium. Free parking is avail-
able nearby. Pros: spacious and spotless rooms; turndown service; the 
neighborhood is quiet, so you’ll get a good night’s rest. Cons: if you 
want to be near the action, this is not the place for you; not a lot of 
dining options in the immediate vicinity; restaurant in the hotel is a 
cafeteria—limited selection. E Via Muzio Clementi 81, Prati, 00193 
P 06/324771 B 06/32477801 w www.hotelmellini.com a 80 rooms 
t In-room: safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: restaurant, room ser-
vice, bar, laundry service, concierge, public Internet, public Wi-Fi, air-
port shuttle (fee), parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, 
V X CP. j1:F2 
  Hotel San Pietrino. It may seem like a miracle, but the San Pietrino is 
a well-appointed, stylish hotel with bargain prices near the Vatican. 
It’s located on the third fl oor of a 19th century palazzo that’s only 
a fi ve-minute walk to St. Peter’s Square. In addition to clean, simple 
rooms, San Pietrino offers air-conditioning, TVs with DVD players, 
and hi-speed Internet to guests. There is no breakfast included and no 
bar in the hotel, but not to worry—with all the local caffès and bars, 
you won’t have any trouble fi nding yourself a cornetto and cappuccino 
in the morning or a prosecco for aperitivo in the evening. Pros: heav-
enly prices near the Vatican; TVs with DVD players; hi-speed Internet. 
Cons: a couple of metro stops away from the center of Rome; no break-
fast; no bar. E Via Giovanni Bettolo 43, Prati, 00195 P 06/3700132 
B 06/3701809 w www.sanpietrino.it a 12 rooms t In-room: DVD 
(some), hi-speed Internet, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: public Internet, public Wi-Fi, 
airport shuttle (fee). c MC, V X EP. j1:B1 
  Residenza Paolo VI. Set in a former monastery that is still an extraterrito-
rial part of the Vatican and magnifi cently abutting Bernini’s colonnade 
of St. Peter’s Square, the Paolo VI (pronounced Paolo Sesto, Italian for 
Pope Paul VI) is unbeatably close to St. Peter’s. Replete with a stone 
terrace that directly overlooks Bernini’s 17th-century porticoes, this 
hotel enjoys one of the most spectacular perches in Rome. As for the 
decor, guest rooms are luxurious and comfortable and amazingly quiet. 
Within breathing distance of the residence of Benedict XVI, it’s not 
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surprising that the management 
here is devoutly Catholic, as you 
may gather from the framed por-
traits of the pope on the front desk 
and the daily prayer slipped under 
your door in lieu of a newspaper. 
But heaven can wait once you set-
tle into your breakfast buffet on the 
wonderful roof terrace and drink 
in the view of Michelangelo’s great 
dome. Pros: unparalleled views of 
St. Peter’s from the roof terrace; 
a sound sleep is assured in these 
quiet rooms; the breakfast spread 
is huge. Cons: the small rooms are 
really small; bathrooms are small; 
no Internet access. E Via Paolo VI 
29, Vatican, 00193 P 06/68134108 B 06/6867428 w www.residenza-
paolovi.com a 29 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: bar, 
laundry service, parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, D, MC, V 
X BP. j1:C4 
  San Giuseppe della Montagna. This convent is just outside the Vatican 
walls, near the entrance to the Vatican Museums. Some of the guest 
rooms have three beds, and all have private bathrooms. There’s no 
curfew at this convent, and guests are given keys as an added conve-
nience. There are also two parking spaces that guests may use if they’re 
available. Pros: near the Vatican; no curfew;  keys are provided. Cons: 
no credit cards; hardly any amenities; no refrigerator in the rooms 
(but there is one in the convent that may be used by guests). E Viale 
Vaticano 87, Vatican, 00165 P 06/39723807 B 06/39721048 a 15 
rooms t In-room: safe, no a/c, no TV. In-hotel: no-smoking rooms. 
c No credit cards X CP. j1:A2 
  Sant’Anna. In the picturesque old Borgo neighborhood in the shadow 
of St. Peter’s, this fashionable small hotel has exceedingly stylish ample 
bedrooms with new wood-beam ceilings, designer fabrics, and comfy 
beds. The frescoes in the vaulted breakfast room and fountain in the 
courtyard add an individual touch. The marvelously decorated and 
spacious attic rooms also have tiny terraces. Pros: Borgo Pio is a pedes-
trian-only zone during the day; beds are comfy; staff is eager-to-please. 
Cons: street-side rooms are noisy; not many amenities; no bar or res-
taurant in the hotel. E Borgo Pio 133, Borgo, 00193 P 06/68801602 
B 06/68308717 w www.hotelsantanna.com a 20 rooms t In-room: 
safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: parking (fee). c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. 
j1:C3 

 TRASTEVERE AND GIANICOLO
 Once Raphael’s Rome, this has been transformed from artist’s haven to 
working-class ghetto to, currently, the home base of many of Rome’s 
expats and exchange students. Hotels, squeezed into the neighbor-
hood’s former denizens’ very modest buildings, tend toward the bud-
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 “I love the old city area—Piazza 
Navona, Campo de’ Fiori, etc. But 
many of the hotels in that area 
are pricey. For reasonable prices 
in a quieter neighborhood try the 
area around the Vatican. It is not 
as popular among tourists but 
obviously has some great sight-
seeing opportunities and plenty of 
small and neat hotels catering to 
visiting clergy, nuns, and pilgrims.”

 —bobludlow
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get pension, although a few mid-range hotels set in stylishly- converted 
convents have sprung up in the last few years.

  Carmel. Rome’s only kosher hotel sits across the Tiber from the main 
synagogue. Although its room furnishings are spartan, the staff is very 
friendly and there’s a charming vine-covered terrace. There are two 
kitchens for use by guests keeping kosher, and prepared kosher meals 
can be arranged. Breakfast is offered in the snack bar next door. Pros: 
good budget choice; kosher-friendly; short walk to Jewish Ghetto. Cons: 
pay upon check-in; no-frills accommodations; reception is closed after 
8 PM. E Via Goffredo Mameli 11, Trastevere, 00153 P 06/5809921 
B 06/5818853 w www.hotelcarmel.it a 10 rooms, 8 with bath, 1 
suite t In-room: safe, refrigerator, kitchen (some). In-hotel: parking 
(fee), no-smoking rooms. c MC, V X CP. j3:B2 
  Casa di Santa Francesca Romana. Not far from some of the sweetest 
nooks and crannies of medieval Trastevere, this former monastery 
(once the Palazzo dei Ponziani) was built to honor the 15th-century St. 
Francesca Romana. A large complex, the hotel is centered around an 
impressive ochre-colored courtyard, lined with potted trees and tables. 
There is also a TV-room and a private library. Guest rooms are stan-
dard-issue and the cool white walls, tile fl oors, and simple desks won’t 
win any design-awards, but for the money, this is a fabulous location 
and spectacular buy, made even more attractive if you want to opt for 
the half- or full-board options available. Pros: the price can’t be beat; 
breakfast is delicious; excellent location. Cons: not many amenities; 
thin walls. E Via dei Vasceillari 61, Trastevere, 00153 P 06/5812125 
B 06/5882408 w web.tiscali.it/sfromana a 31 rooms, 4 suites t In-
room: no TV, refrigerator. In-hotel: no-smoking rooms. c MC, V 
X CP. j3:C2 
 Cisterna. On a quiet street in the very heart of medieval Trastevere, 
this basic but comfortable hotel is ideally located for getting to know 
Rome’s most authentic neighborhood, a favorite of artists and bohe-
mians for decades. Beamed ceilings add a rustic touch, and there’s a 
marble terrace-garden with a classical fountain. One room, number 40, 
has its own private terrace. Pros: simple accommodations for budget 
travelers; friendly staff; good location in trendy Trastevere. Cons: hotel 
decor does not match the trendiness of the neighborhood; street-side 
rooms are noisy; the block is popular for just hanging out. E Via della 
Cisterna 7–8–9, Trastevere, 00153 P 06/5817212 B 06/65810091 
w www.cisternahotel.it a 20 rooms t In-hotel: room service, bar, 
public Internet, no-smoking rooms. c DC, MC, V X CP. j2:B2 
  Hotel Santa Maria. A Trastevere treasure, this hotel has a pedigree going 
back four centuries. This ivy-covered, mansard-roofed, rosy-brick-red, 
erstwhile Renaissance-era convent has been transformed by Paolo and 
Valentina Vetere into a true charmer. Surrounded by towering tene-
ments, the complex is centered around a monastic porticoed court-
yard, lined with orange trees—a lovely place for breakfast. The guest 
rooms are sweet and simple: a mix of brick walls, “cotto” tile fl oors, 
modern oak furniture, and stylishly fl oral bedspreads and curtains. 
Best of all, the location is buonissimo—just a few blocks from the 
Tiber and its isola. Pros: a quaint and pretty oasis in a chaotic city; 
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relaxing courtyard; stocked wine bar. Cons: it might be tricky to fi nd; 
some of the showers drain slowly; it’s not always easy fi nding a cab 
in Trastevere. E Vicolo del Piede 2, Trastevere, 00153 P 06/5894626 
B 06/5894815 w www.htlsantamaria.com a 18 rooms, 2 suites t In-
room: safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: bar, bicycles, laundry service, con-
cierge, public Internet, airport shuttle (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, 
DC, MC, V X BP. j3:B1 
 Hotel Trastevere. This tiny hotel captures the villagelike charm of the 
Trastevere district. The entrance hall features a mural of the famous 
Piazza di Santa Maria, a block away, and hand-painted Art Nouveau 
wall designs add a touch of graciousness throughout. Open medieval 
brickwork and a few antiques here and there complete the mood. 
Most rooms face Piazza San Cosimato, where there’s an outdoor food 
market every morning except Sunday. Pros: cheap with a good loca-
tion; convenient to transportation; friendly staff. Cons: no frills; few 
amenities; no Internet access. E Via Luciano Manara 24–25, Traste-
vere, 00153 P 06/5814713 B 06/5881016 w www.hoteltrastevere.
net a 19 rooms, 3 apartments t In-room: safe (some), refrigerator 
(some), kitchen (some). In-hotel: no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, 
V X CP. j3:B2 
 Relais Le Clarisse. In one of Rome’s most popular neighborhoods, this 
charming little oasis features fi ve simple, but classically styled accom-
modations (two doubles and three suites) with terra-cotta-tiled fl oors, 
wrought-iron bed frames, and oak furnishings. Each room opens up 
onto a bright courtyard surrounded by a Mediterranean garden of 
grapevines and olive and lemon trees. Though Le Clarisse is set on 
the former cloister grounds of the Santa Chiara order, its rooms are 
equipped with the most modern technologies, including individual 
climate control, fl at-screen, satellite TVs, air-conditioning, hi-speed 
Internet and Wi-Fi, as well as Jacuzzi showers and tubs. It feels more 
like staying in a villa than a former cloister, and with only fi ve rooms, 
you have a very personal experience with the staff. Le Clarisse is also 
located across the street from the Alcazar movie theater, which shows 
original language fi lms (as opposed to versions that have been dubbed 
into Italian) on Monday nights. Pros: spacious rooms with comfy 
beds; high-tech showers/tubs with good water pressure; staff is mul-
tilingual, friendly, and at your service. Cons: this part of Trastevere 
can be noisy at night; the rooms here fi ll up quickly; they only serve 
American coffee. E Via Cardinale Merry del Val 20, Trastevere, 00153 
P 06/58334437 B 06/58334437 w www.leclarisse.com a 5 rooms, 3 
suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: room 
service, laundry service, public Internet, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle 
(fee), parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, MC, V X CP. j3:B2 
 Ripa Hotel. In a city where classic is the trademark, this hotel sets itself 
apart by making a cultural and artistic statement through modern and 
minimalist design. The guest rooms, furniture, and restaurant all have a 
unique and futuristic feel. Since the building was originally a residence, 
rooms at Ripa are more spacious than typical Roman hotel rooms tend 
to be, and every one has its own balcony—though the views aren’t as 
picturesque as those seen from balconies in the centro. The restaurant 
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on the ground fl oor, Riparte Café, serves new Mediterranean cuisine 
and hosts both art exhibitions and performances. Though there is no 
real gym, the hotel does offer a personal trainer for an extra fee. Ripa 
is not far from the Trastevere train station, which is good for trans-
portation (via train, taxi, tram, or bus), but its location is defi nitely 
not the most ambient part of this bustling neighborhood. Pros: inno-
vative design and spacious rooms with balconies; plenty of transpor-
tation nearby; restaurant isn’t limited to the usual Italian fare. Cons: 
located on the outskirts of Trastevere; some of the designed upholstery 
is starting to show signs of wear; not much of a view of the Rome you 
see on postcards. E Via degli Orti di Trastevere 3, Trastevere, 00153 
P 06/58611 B 06/5814550 w www.ripahotel.com a 170 rooms, 6 
suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: restaurant, room 
service, bar, laundry service, public Wi-Fi, parking (fee), no-smoking 
rooms. c AE, MC, V X BP. j3:B3 

 AVENTINO, TESTACCIO & PALATINO
 Leafy residential streets, quiet nights, and fresh hilltop breezes are some 
of the perks of staying in this well-heeled (and relatively unhistoric) 
neighborhood. Hotels take full advantage of the extra space and the 
sylvan setting, most with gardens or courtyards where you can enjoy 
alfresco R & R far from the madding crowds. Bear in mind that public 
transportation is somewhat limited up here, and allow a half hour by 
foot to major sights.

  Domus Aventina. Set between a municipal rose garden and Rome’s 
famous Orange Garden, this friendly little hotel is right in the heart 
of the historic Aventine. It’s also not far from the Temple to Mithras 
and the House of Aquila and Priscilla (where St. Peter touched down). 
The 17th-century facade has been so restored it almost looks mod-
ern—ditto for the inside, where guest rooms have standard modern 
decors. Half of them also have balconies, and set around an ancient 
cloister, they all make for islands of tranquillity. Pros: quiet location; 
walking distance to tourist attractions; complimentary Wi-Fi in rooms 
and public spaces. Cons: no elevator in the hotel; small showers; no 
tubs. E Via di Santa Prisca 11/b, Aventino, 00153 P 06/5746135 
B 06/57300044 w www.domus-aventina.com a 26 rooms t In 
room: safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: bar, no elevator, laundry ser-
vice, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee) c AE, DC, MC, 
V X CP. j3:E3 
 Hotel San Anselmo. Birdsongs emanating from the tree-lined avenues 
tell you the San Anselmo is as much a retreat as a hotel. It’s far from 
the bustle of the city center, perched on top of the Aventine Hill in a 
residential neighborhood. This full-scale 19th-century villa glows in 
archetypal Roman cantaloupe-hue stone, and retains some Stil Liberty 
(the Italian form of Art Nouveau) grace notes, including the scroll-
work gates that greet you. Inside, the lobby and adjacent “tearoom” 
are stuffed with a quirky mix of gilded mirrors, plate-glass windows, 
and a riot of Italianate Rococo chairs and sofas. Others will fi nd 
the best features here are the verdant garden and terrace bar. Guest 
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rooms are period in fl avor, complete with huge armoires, old-fash-
ioned painted headboards, and Empire-style drapes and chandeliers. 
Two of them have been specially designed with facilities for disabled 
guests. All in all, the San Anselmo is molto charming. Pros: historic 
building with artful decor; great showers with jets; a garden where 
you can enjoy your breakfast. Cons: some consider it a bit of a hike 
to sights; limited public transportation; the wireless is pricey. E Pi-
azza San Anselmo 2, Aventino, 00153 P 06/570057 B 06/5783604 
w www.aventinohotels.com a 45 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigera-
tor, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: room service, bar, laundry service, 
public Wi-Fi (fee), parking (no fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, 
MC, V X BP. j3:D3 
 Santa Prisca. The Fascist-era architecture lends this place a rather insti-
tutional air (in fact, it’s owned by an order of nuns), but it’s comfort-
able and tastefully decorated. Rooms are spacious, and those on the 
third fl oor have French windows; some have small balconies. There’s 
also an ample terrace. The extensive grounds offer plenty of parking, 
and though it’s up the hill, the hotel borders on the area of Testaccio, 
known for its pizzerias, lounges, and nightclub scene. Pros: near public 
transportation (trams and metro); complimentary Wi-Fi in the lounge; 
outside terrace with chairs and tables for relaxing. Cons: small rooms 
(it was a convent); some say the breakfast is mediocre; the school next 
door can be a little noisy on weekdays. E Largo M. Gelsomini 25, Tes-
taccio, 00153 P 06/5741917 B 06/5746658 w www.hotelsantaprisca.
it a 49 rooms, 2 suites t In-hotel: restaurant, bar, laundry service, 
public Wi-Fi, parking (no fee), no-smoking rooms c AE, DC, MC, V 
X BP. j3:D4 
 Villa San Pio. Like its sister hotel, the San Anselmo, this option goes 
for decor alla Romana—fl orid, seductive, and lush. Fabulous marble 
inlays are everywhere here, from the spacious lobby to the beautiful 
bathrooms. It’s a feast for the eyes that gives the impression that this 
old-fashioned hotel is much swankier than it is. Spacious gardens and 
vine-covered terraces are perfect for breakfast, reading in the after-
noon, or enjoying evening cocktails. The neighborhood is also quiet 
and peaceful. Many rooms have Jacuzzi tubs, and some include pri-
vate gardens or terraces. Villa San Pio is also within walking distance 
of the historic center. Pros: located in a residential neighborhood sur-
rounded by gardens; large, fi rm beds; Jacuzzis and power showers. 
Cons: restaurant is expensive; limited public transportation up the 
hill; 20-minute walk to most sights. E Via Santa Melania 19, Aven-
tino, 00153 P 06/570057 B 06/5741112 w www.aventinohotels.com 
a 78 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: 
restaurant, room service, bar, laundry service, public Internet, airport 
shuttle (fee), parking (no fee), some pets allowed, no-smoking rooms. 
c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j3:D3 
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 COLOSSEO AREA
 When Nero fi ddled, this neighborhood burned—the lowlands around 
the Colosseum and the Forum were the Suburra, the Imperial City’s 
most notorious slum. There’s nary a trace of evildoing now, and nar-
row alleys are quaint rather than sinister. This is a fi ne base for the 
sights of the ancient city, but area eating and drinking establishments 
can have a touch of the tourist trap. Waking up to views of the Forum, 
maybe you won’t mind.

 Capo d’Africa. Many fi nd the modern look and feel of Capo d’Africa—
not to mention its plush beds and deep bathtubs—refreshing after a 
long day’s journey through ancient Rome. Each room is decorated 
in warm, muted color tones with sleek furniture, stylish accents, and 
contemporary art. The hotel features a nonsmoking fl oor, fi tness cen-
ter, and solarium. There is also access for disabled guests. It sits on a 
quiet street near the Colosseum, Palatine, and Forum, and it’s not far 
from the metro. A delicious breakfast is served on the rooftop terrace, 
where you can also enjoy an aperitivo overlooking Rome at the end 
of your day. And if you’re not too tuckered out, you can take a spin 
at the gym before bed. Pros: luxury digs near the ancient digs; quiet, 
comfortable rooms; fi tness center. Cons: Despite proximity to Colos-
seum, there isn’t a great view of it from the hotel; far from the other 
Roman sites and the rest of the city scene; not a lot of restaurants in the 
immediate neighborhood. E Via Capo d’Africa 54, Colosseo, 00184 
P 06/772801 B 06/77280801 w www.hotelcapodafrica.com a 65 
rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, DVD (some), hi-speed Internet. 
In-hotel: gym, room service, bar, concierge, airport shuttle (fee), park-
ing (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, MC, V, DC X CP. j4:C6 
  Celio. Yes, the Colosseum is two blocks away, but the special ambi-
ence of this hotel is provided by its Celian Hill setting. Many poetic, 
often overlooked marvels, such as the haunting Santi Quattro Coronati 
church, the time-capsuled Piazza Santi Giovanni e Paolo, and the ver-
dant slopes of the Villa Celimontana park, are just a stroll away. Not 
far is Nero’s Golden House but lest you lose track of modern times, 
this hotel offers free Wi-Fi access and a rooftop gym. A cute historical 
note is the decor of the guest rooms, all small but sumptuously frescoed 
with “faux” paintings in styles ranging from Pompeiian to Renaissance. 
French windows and elegant marble bathrooms (some with Jacuzzis) 
are also nice touches. But the hidden-corner-of-Rome locale may be 
the trump card. Pros: rooftop garden and gym; mosaic fl oors and over-
the-top decor; comfortable beds. Cons: some say they wish the man-
agement picked the staff as thoughtfully as the antiques; very small 
bathrooms; breakfast is nothing to write home about. E Via dei San-
tissimi Quattro 35/c, Colosseo, 00184 P 06/70495333 B 06/7096377 
w www.hotelcelio.com a 18 rooms, 2 suites t In-room: safe, refrig-
erator, VCR, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, gym, laun-
dry service, public Wi-Fi, parking (fee), no-smoking rooms c AE, DC, 
MC, V X CP. j3:G1 
  Duca d’Alba. Marble accents and reproductions of antiquated paintings 
recall ancient Rome in this elegant, little hotel near the Colosseum. 
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More modern is the residential neighborhood, the Suburra, once rather 
louche but now coming up in the world. The tasteful neoclassical-style 
decor includes custom-designed furnishings and marble bathrooms. 
Some rooms have recently been made over to a more modern style. 
Breakfast consists of an ample buffet. With its attentive staff and rea-
sonable rates, Duca d’Alba is a good value. Pros: proximity to ancient 
Rome; great cappuccinos for your morning pick-me-up; near the metro. 
Cons: rooms are a bit cramped; no Wi-Fi connection; and despite 
soundproofi ng, you may need earplugs to drown out the late-night 
noise from the Irish bar across the street. E Via Leonina 14, Colos-
seo, 00184 P 06/484471 B 06/4884840 w www.hotelducadalba.com 
a 27 rooms, 1 suite t In-room: safe, refrigerator, kitchen (some), hi-
speed Internet. In-hotel: room service, bar, laundry service, no-smoking 
rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j2:C5 
  Hotel Forum. Wrapped around a medieval belltower, this hotel comes 
into its own for the traveler with tired feet. The panorama of the spot-
lighted Roman Forum from the hotel’s landmark Roof-Garden res-
taurant is a view that you cannot get enough of. A longtime favorite, 
this converted 18th-century convent remains a fi ne middle-of-the-road 
choice. Everyone praises its special setting, on one side of the Fori 
Imperiali, with a cinematic view of ancient Rome across the avenue 
(remember, you can also drink all this in at the rooftop bar). The 
hotel itself is considerably less exciting. The decor is traditional in the 
extreme, with the requisite gold wall sconces, walnut paneling, red-
velvet armchairs, and Asian carpets painting the usual lobby picture. 
Upstairs, the guest rooms are similarly low-key, although comfortable 
in the extreme; suites offer velvety fabrics and some antiques. Bath-
rooms have been restyled using antique tiles. Little on the restaurant 
menu can compete with the view—if you get the view (many tables 
are not ringside, so to speak). Pros: bird’s-eye view of ancient Rome; 
award-winning restaurant, “American” bar on the rooftop terrace. 
Cons: small rooms; noisy bar-goers congregate in the street below; 
food and drinks are expensive. E Via Tor de’ Conti 25–30, Colosseo, 
00184 P 06/6792446 B 06/6786479 w www.hotelforumrome.com 
a 80 rooms t In-room: safe, refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: restaurant, 
room service, 2 bars, laundry service, concierge, public Wi-Fi, parking 
(fee), no-smoking rooms c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. j2:C5 
  Hotel Lancelot. Originally a guesthouse that started hosting visitors in 
the 1950s, Hotel Lancelot has been run by the same family since 1970, 
and is well known for its wonderfully attentive staff and the personal 
care they give to those who stay here. Located in a quiet residential area 
near the Colosseum, rooms at Hotel Lancelot tend to have big win-
dows, so they’re bright and airy, and some have terraces or balconies as 
well. Over the years, the hotel has undergone a number of renovations. 
The most recent updated the rooms with air-conditioning, en suite 
bathrooms, TVs, and Wi-Fi. In the restaurant, where hearty breakfasts 
and dinners are served, guests sit at Lancelot’s “round tables”—partly 
a play on the knight’s tale and partly an effort to encourage commu-
nal dining among guests from around the world. And these round 
tables seem to be a big hit, since Hotel Lancelot boasts that most of 
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their guests are either return visi-
tors or new guests recommended 
by others who’ve spent vacations 
here. Pros: their motto is “hospi-
tality” and they have the staff to 
prove it; secluded and quiet; very 
family-friendly. Cons: some of the 
bathrooms are on the small side; 
no refrigerators in the rooms; the 
location may be a little too quiet 
for some travelers. E Via Capo 
d’Africa 47, Colosseo, 00184 
P 06/70450615 B 06/70450640 
w www.lancelothotel.com a 60 
rooms t In-room: safe, Wi-Fi. In-
hotel: restaurant, room service, 
bar, laundry service, concierge, 
public Internet, public Wi-Fi, air-
port shuttle (fee), parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, MC, V, 
DC X CP. j2:H2
  Nerva. History is truly on your doorstep at this charming hotel. The 
cobbled, narrow street is fl anked by ruins of breathtaking splendor, 
and the Forum is only a short walk away. The hotel itself is clean 
and well-run, and rooms are soundproofed, air-conditioned, and fea-
ture orthopedic beds. Guest rooms are on the small side, but some 
of them still have original wooden ceiling beams overhead. Pros: a 
stone’s throw from the Forum; friendly staff; orthopedic beds. Cons: 
Nerva doesn’t have public Internet access; the showers are tiny, and 
unfortunately, a wall blocks what would otherwise be a fantastic view 
of Rome’s ancient Forum. E Via Tor de’ Conti 3/4, Colosseo, 00184 
P 06/6781835 B 06/6793764 w www.hotelnerva.com a 19 rooms 
t In-room: safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, 
laundry service, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. 
c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j2:B5 

 BEYOND THE CITY CENTER
  Castello della Castelluccia. Ten miles from the hustle and bustle of Rome’s 
city center, this beautifully renovated 12th-century castle is an oasis of 
calm set in a small wooded park. The original structure has been pre-
served intact, complete with crumbling watchtower (now a three-level 
suite); all that’s missing is a medieval knight clinking down the echoing 
stone halls. Guest rooms are luxuriously appointed, with inlaid-wood 
antiques and four-poster beds; a few have marble fi replaces, and two 
have giant, tiled hot-tub alcoves. There’s also a shuttle bus service to 
central Rome. Pros: spacious and quiet lodging in a castle; pool on the 
premises; shuttle bus service to Rome’s center. Cons: outside the city 
center; transportation schedule may not always be convenient; dining 
options in the area are limited. E Via Carlo Cavino, Località La Castel-
luccia, 00123 P 06/30207041 B 06/30207110 w www.lacastelluccia.
com a 18 rooms, 6 suites t In-room: safe, refrigerator. In-hotel: res-
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 “We just returned from Rome 
where we stayed at the Hotel 
Lancelot. The owner of the 
Lancelot...is very attentive and the 
entire staff is extremely pleas-
ant and helpful. The breakfast is 
very good—everything you could 
want. We also had dinner there 
one night and really enjoyed the 
atmosphere and food. You will be 
seated at round tables for eight 
and it is a great opportunity to 
meet and talk with other 
travelers.” —Royal

 WO R D O F M O U T H 
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taurant, room service, bar, pool, spa, laundry service, concierge, public 
Internet, airport shuttle (fee), parking (no fee), some pets allowed, no-
smoking rooms. c AE, D, MC, V X BP. j1:D1 
 Cavalieri Hilton. Though the Cavalieri is outside the city center, distance 
has its advantages, one of them being the magnifi cent view over Rome 
(ask for a room facing the city), and another, that elusive element of 
more central Roman hotels: space. Occupying a vast area atop mod-
ern Rome’s highest hill, this oasis of good taste often feels more like a 
resort than a city hotel. Central to its appeal, particularly in summer, 
is a terraced garden that spreads out from an Olympic-size pool and 
smart poolside restaurant and caffè; legions of white-clothed cushioned 
lounge chairs are scattered throughout the greenery, so there’s always 
a place to sun yourself. Inside, spacious rooms, often with large balco-
nies, are done up in striped damask, puffy armchairs, and such Hilton-
esque amenities as a “pillow menu”—get comfy, princess. If you can 
tear yourself away, the city center is just a 15-minute complimentary 
shuttle bus ride away. The strawberry on top: La Pergola restaurant 
(see the Dining chapter) is renowned as one of Rome’s very best. Pros: 
beautiful bird’s-eye view of Rome; shuttle to the city center; three-
Michelin-star dining. Cons: you defi nitely pay for the luxury of staying 
here—everything is expensive; outside the city center; not all rooms 
have the view. E Via Cadlolo 101, Monte Mario, 00136 P 06/35091 
B 06/35092241 w www.cavalieri-hilton.com a 357 rooms, 17 suites 
t In-room: safe, refrigerator, DVD (some), hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: 
2 restaurants, 3 bars, tennis court, pools, gym, spa, laundry service, 
concierge, public Internet, airport shuttle (fee), no-smoking rooms. 
c AE, DC, MC, V X CP. j1:A1 
  Lord Byron. Once the top hangout for Rome’s 1990s wheeler-dealers 
and yacht-brokers, currently the retreat for Berlusconi’s courtiers, 
the Lord Byron has been a byword for decadent chic for some time. 
When this villa fi rst opened (with a rather overrestored exterior) it was 
Rome’s fi rst boutique hotel and still retains much of that jewel-like 
charm inside. Hanging on the elegant white walls, a painted bevy of 
Divinely Deco beauties eye you as you enter the intimate public salons, 
where side tables are adorned with objets d’art and art books. This is 
a private world where carpets are deep and diamonds are big, so you 
won’t have too much fun here if you don’t fi nd cheek-kissing second 
nature. The downstairs bar—a magnifi cent piece of cabinetry—is a 
conversation piece. Nearby is the new Sapori restaurant, whose in-
house French chef earns consistently high marks. Upstairs, modern and 
antique styles combine to create highly polished opulence in the guest 
rooms. Surrounded by the twittering of birds in the posh and pricey 
Parioli district, the Lord Byron feels like a small country hotel, or bet-
ter, a small country manor where you are the lord. Pros: feels like being 
at a villa; friendly and helpful staff; free shuttle to some of the major 
tourist attractions. Cons: too far to walk to sights; cabs to and from the 
hotel and centro are expensive; a/c is weaker on the upper fl oors. E Via 
Giuseppe de Notaris 5, Parioli, 00197 P 06/3220404 B 06/3220405 
w www.lordbyronhotel.com a 23 rooms, 9 suites t In-room: safe, 
refrigerator, Wi-Fi. In-hotel: restaurant, room service, bar, laundry ser-
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vice, concierge, public Wi-Fi, airport shuttle (fee), parking (fee), no-
smoking rooms. c AE, DC, MC, V X BP. 
  Villa Glori. This unassuming midsize hotel is a bit off the beaten path, 
but the neighborhood has lots of charm and it’s only a 10-minute tram 
ride to the historic center. It’s on a quiet cul-de-sac that, together with 
the next private street over, is called piccola Londra (little London) for 
its architectural style that’s unique in all of Rome. The interior is pleas-
ant: clean and homey, with furnishings in blond wood and beige leather, 
with a Jacuzzi or oversize shower in every room. Pros: good value; 
accessible location just outside the city center; friendly staff. Cons: the 
tram stops running in the evening; it’s a long walk to Piazza del Popolo; 
tiny elevator. E Viale del Vignola 28, Flaminio, 00196 P 06/3227658 
B 06/3219495 w www.villagloriroma.com a 52 rooms t In-room: 
safe, refrigerator, hi-speed Internet. In-hotel: room service, bar, laun-
dry service, concierge, parking (fee), no-smoking rooms. c AE, DC, 
MC, V X CP. 
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